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How liberalism and one of the most dramatic eras in American history were shaped by an
influential university president and his powerful circle of friendsYale's Kingman Brewster was the

first and only university president to appear on the covers of Time and Newsweek, and the last

of the great campus leaders to become an esteemed national figure. He was also the center of
the liberal establishment—a circle of influential men who fought to keep the United States true to

ideals and extend the full range of American opportunities to all citizens of every class and color.
Using Brewster as his focal point, Geoffrey Kabaservice shows how he and his lifelong friends—

Kennedy adviser McGeorge Bundy, Attorney General and statesman Elliot Richardson, New
York mayor John Lindsay, Bishop Paul Moore, and Cyrus Vance, pillar of Washington and Wall
Street—helped usher this country through the turbulence of the 1960s, creating a legacy that

still survives.In a narrative that is as engaging and lively as it is meticulously researched, The

Guardians judiciously and convincingly reclaims the importance of Brewster and his generation,
illuminating their vital place in American history as the bridge between the old establishment and
modern liberalism.
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parents, Marcia and Thomas KabaserviceIf we want the best among our Guardians, we must

take those naturally fitted to watch over a commonwealth. They must have the right sort of
intelligence and ability; and also they must look upon the commonwealth as their special concern

—the sort of concern that is felt for something so closely bound up with oneself that its interests
and fortunes, for good or ill, are held to be identical with one’s own.—The Republic of

PlatoINTRODUCTIONTHE STAGE was ready, the actors in place. Nearing midnight on the first
of May, 1970—May Day, the day of revolution and apocalypse—Kingman Brewster looked out

on a scene not unlike others playing out, in various renditions, across the United States. From a
second-story window of his secret command post fronting the New Haven Green, Brewster, the

president of Yale University, saw a mob of radicals who were banging drums and waving
banners, swarming around the Green’s three ancient churches. Black Panthers shouted

obscenities through bullhorns.To Brewster’s left stood the stately columns of the Superior Court

Building, where the Panthers’ national leader Bobby Seale was on trial for the torture-murder of
an alleged police informant. Two companies of the National Guard braced themselves in front of

the building, brandishing bayonets. On the Green’s northern edge loomed the ivy-covered

ramparts and battlements of the Old Campus, the historic heart of the university over which

Brewster had presided for seven years. Tear gas drifted across the quadrangle where Beat poet
Allen Ginsberg sat in lotus position on a bandstand in the middle of the quad, clinking finger

cymbals and chanting om. Colorful parachutes hung from the elms, and a huge sign draped
from Gothic windows proclaimed THINK, EDUCATE, BE NONVIOLENT.Earlier that day, the

Green’s grassy expanse had been filled with thousands of demonstrators from around the
country protesting Seale’s trial. At one point, the Yippie anarchist Jerry Rubin, garbling

Brewster’s proud New England name, had tried to get the crowd to chant “Fuck Kingston

Brewer.” Now a file of police and National Guardsmen stood, rifles at the ready, in front of the
courthouse and City Hall as ragged, self-proclaimed revolutionaries in motorcycle helmets came

streaming toward them through darkness and clouds of tear gas, hurling rocks. Peacekeeping
marshals from town and university tried to interpose themselves between street fighters and

guardsmen. Crews from every major media outlet in the country jostled for position. If this was
the revolution, it most certainly would be televised.In Yale’s courtyards, beneath Gothic spires

and turrets, students mingled with thousands of strangely garbed demonstrators, including
some of the nation’s most feared and hated radicals. Among the event’s sponsors were the

Chicago Seven “conspirators,” including Yippie spokesman Abbie Hoffman, who had predicted

“the biggest riot in history.”1 Young people everywhere had been urged, through rallies, posters,
and word of mouth, to burn Yale and “free Bobby.”New Haven’s police chief warned that violent

provocations could come from the extreme left or right. Rumors circulated that the Hell’s Angels
motorcycle gang was camped outside town, poised to pillage, and that a fleet of trucks had been

rented to transport the expected corpses. Mayor Bartholomew Guida declared that “the eyes of

the nation will be on New Haven this weekend,” then fled town. Many residents and merchants
had followed his example, leaving behind boarded-up windows and storefronts now covered
with political slogans and stencils of the Yale bulldog and the Black Panther. President Richard
Nixon, acting on FBI predictions of massive destruction, had alerted four thousand marines and
paratroopers to be ready to storm into the anticipated bloodbath.The pressure on Brewster was

keen. One of the last university presidents to be a highly visible national figure, he was

controversial despite his intelligence and charm. His outspoken views on a variety of issues
would make him the first and only university president to appear simultaneously on the covers of
Time and Newsweek.The social upheavals of the 1960s had flared earliest and most intensely in

the universities, in the wake of the civil rights, antiwar, and feminist movements. Campuses had
become the front lines of the battles that were breaking down long-established divisions

between whites and blacks, men and women, teachers and students, parents and children,
authorities and their subjects. By the late 1960s, as these battles spread far beyond the

universities, Brewster had emerged as one of a handful of leaders who were not baffled or
frightened by youthful unrest. A former student protester himself, who had helped found the

America First movement against United States participation in World War II, he wanted to show
young, disaffected Americans that the establishment heard their voices, shared some of their

concerns, and was open to change. Until the May Day drama, Yale had been strengthened
rather than damaged by the turmoil of the times, in large part because of Brewster’s deft

responses and bold actions.Brewster inevitably would be judged on May Day’s outcome
because he had opened his university to the demonstrators, even offering them food and shelter.

Brewster had persuaded the faculty to “modify” academic expectations during the strike, partly

to show that Yale was also concerned about social justice. Class attendance would be optional

for students and faculty alike. Brewster even told the faculty that although the institution had to
remain politically neutral, he personally was “skeptical of the ability of black revolutionaries to
achieve a fair trial anywhere in the United States.”2 This statement, leaked to the press,

produced a firestorm of conservative backlash. Vice President Spiro Agnew called for Yale’s
alumni to remove Brewster from the presidency.Despite the swirling tension of the May night, the

handsome, fifty-year-old Brewster managed to look dashing even though he had been operating

on minimal sleep for days. Tall and commanding in his Savile Row suit, Brewster appeared

energized by the tension, pacing past a table with dozens of phones linking him to military and
civil authorities and to the rest of the campus. Occasionally he sat down on a couch to listen to

reports from the police scanner. At his side was Cyrus Vance, a dapper, silver-haired patrician in

a rumpled but well-tailored three-piece suit. A member of the Yale Corporation (the university’s
governing board) and a longtime friend, Vance provided Brewster with advice and counsel.

Brewster had wanted his friend to be present so that he could testify on Brewster’s behalf if the
demonstration surged out of control. Knowing that the potential for havoc was high, Brewster

realized that he could easily find himself under indictment if violence erupted, and Vance was an

old hand at crisis management. Before Nixon took office, he had served as Lyndon Johnson’s
troubleshooter in emergencies ranging from war in Cyprus to riots in Detroit to the Vietnam

peace talks in Paris. A Wall Street lawyer, Vance had ascended through the foreign policy ranks
on the strength of his wisdom, courtliness, and discretion. He cultivated a presence marked by a
dignified gravitas, after the fashion of the previous generation of lawyer-statesmen, yet his sober

bearing was slightly undercut by his boyish features and whimsical half-moon glasses.* *

*THE MAY DAY demonstration had come upon Brewster like a forest fire. Making matters worse,
President Nixon had gone on television the night before with the news that United States troops

had invaded Cambodia, widening the seemingly endless Indochina war in an attempt to wipe
out North Vietnamese sanctuaries. Within minutes of the speech, campus demonstrations had

ignited from coast to coast. News commentators anticipated that the Cambodian invasion would
hit the New Haven demonstration like gasoline on a blaze. Radical journalists envisioned “the fall
of the American Winter Palace.”An era of student protest, which could plausibly be said to have
begun a decade earlier when black students staged a sit-in at Woolworth’s lunch counters, now
appeared likely to come to a bloody finale in the symbolic heart of the establishment. But
Brewster wanted to show that student protest—and the rebelliousness of the era—didn’t have to

lead to violence. He was well aware that if disaster struck, his critics would rejoice at his
downfall. He had enemies in some very high places. Key members of the Nixon administration

hated him. Agnew and Attorney General John Mitchell had denounced him, and the president
himself had become a foe. “Nixon would have loved to see Yale humiliated,” one of Brewster’s
allies remembered.3 A self-made man from a modest background, the President despised the

East Coast establishment world of privilege and culture. He believed that the unrest at Yale was

actively encouraged by Brewster and other irresponsible elites. When he appeared on television
the night before, grimacing and stabbing at a map of Cambodia, Nixon had warned: “We live in

an age of anarchy both abroad and at home. We see mindless attacks on all the great

institutions which have been created by free civilizations in the past 500 years. Even here in the
United States, great universities are being systematically destroyed.”4 Brewster was told that an

early draft of Nixon’s speech made reference to the anticipated devastation of Yale.5* * *TEN
MINUTES BEFORE midnight, three bombs detonated simultaneously in the Yale hockey rink,

the setting of a rock concert and dance. Explosions shook the building and echoed across the
campus.Brewster heard the wail of sirens as fire trucks, ambulances, and police cars converged
on the shattered rink, where early reports had estimated that about a thousand were in
attendance. The university police chief radioed in, announcing, “We’re moving in to look for

survivors.” One of Brewster’s aides remembered that the words “[gave] you a sense of mangled

bodies all over the place.”6 Brewster and Vance sat on the couch in silence. If Brewster was

thinking that his gamble had failed, that people had been killed, and that he was about to
become internationally infamous, he gave no indication. He remained poised and self-

contained.Brewster knew that, in the face of potential catastrophe, he had the support of other
leaders cast from the same mold, friends and colleagues who shared his background and
outlook. Like him, they had started life as promising sons of the WASP upper class, the

standouts at prep schools and Ivy League colleges. They served as junior officers in World War

II and, in the postwar era, as younger partners to the “Wise Men,” eminent statesmen like Dean
Acheson and Averell Harriman. They had both brains and breeding; they were the best of the

brightest, the brightest of the best. Their backgrounds and ambitions had conditioned them to

carry on a tradition of gentlemen elites in the public service that traced back to Theodore
Roosevelt—perhaps even, some said, to the Founding Fathers. By the early 1960s, they had

become pillars of the establishment in their own right, and all looked forward to glittering

futures.But the years between John F. Kennedy’s assassination and the end of the 1960s proved
to be more revolutionary than anyone could have anticipated. By May 1970, the successors to

the Wise Men had to deal with social realities undreamed of by their elders. Their backgrounds
had hardly prepared them for the problems of race, social mobility, and the challenges to

established authority they were contending with now. And although they had once assumed that

America, united in a supposed liberal consensus, would defer to their authority, they had

acquired enemies on the left and on the right.* * *ANOTHER MEMBER OF Brewster’s circle

was Nixon’s undersecretary of state, Elliot Lee Richardson. He and Brewster had met as
undergraduates (as heads of their respective literary societies at Harvard and Yale), and
Richardson, like Brewster, was an upper-crust Bostonian and liberal New England Republican.

With his dark hair, chiseled jawline, and black-rimmed glasses, he looked remarkably like

Superman’s alter ego Clark Kent. The historian Stephen Ambrose observed that Richardson’s
heroic political independence may have stemmed from World War II and the fact that he “was

one of those junior officers at Utah Beach who led the way up and over. No man who had been
through that experience ever had anything again to fear.”7Richardson and Brewster also
overlapped at Harvard Law School after World War II, and were part of the same social circuit in

Boston during the 1950s. Richardson moved between law practice and public service, first as an
aide to established liberal Republican politicians, then as an appointee to federal office, then as

a political candidate in his own right. As Massachusetts lieutenant governor and attorney general
in the 1960s, he built a reputation as a brilliant, hardworking Mr. Clean, a scourge of criminals,
corrupt pols, and fixers. Despite his privileged background, he had a genuine concern for the

education and welfare of the nation’s disadvantaged citizens. Like Brewster, Richardson had
been seriously discussed as a dark-horse candidate for the Republican nomination for the

presidency in 1968; his stature may have influenced Nixon’s decision to offer him the position at

State when the new administration came into office.Liberal Republicans were a rapidly vanishing
breed, and Richardson, again like Brewster, was regarded with suspicion by conservatives in the

Nixon administration. On May first, he had been ordered to the Capitol to brief Republican
senators on Nixon’s reasons for invading Cambodia. Although Richardson privately told friends

that the invasion was a mistake, the briefing was Nixon’s test of loyalty; if Richardson passed, it

was whispered in Washington corridors, he would soon be named secretary of health,
education, and welfare. But if the May Day protest at Yale turned violent, he inevitably would be

involved in the fallout.* * *THE NIGHT BEFORE May first, Brewster’s best friend, McGeorge
Bundy, the president of the Ford Foundation, had addressed the Yale Club of Boston. Blue eyes

flashing behind his spectacles, “Mac” Bundy assured his fellow alumni that “one of the things I
have observed about my friend Brewster is that he will deal with anybody and surrender his
responsibilities to nobody.” Responsibility, Bundy said, “rests where legitimacy has placed it”—

an oddly aristocratic statement for 1970, a time when talk of legitimacy and aristocracy was
likely to conjure up images of tumbrels and guillotines.8 Still, Bundy’s remark would have
reminded his Boston audience that he and Brewster were descendants of New England’s oldest

families.Widely known as the brightest boy of his generation at Groton and Yale, protégé of

mentors like Henry Stimson and Dean Acheson, Bundy became dean of the faculty at Harvard
at age thirty-four. Foreign policy had been the usual preserve of the Wise Men, and Bundy

followed their example by serving as national security advisor under Presidents Kennedy and
Johnson. In that capacity he had been one of the principal architects of American intervention in

Vietnam, as to a lesser extent were his brother William and Cyrus Vance. His brilliance and
arrogance made him a natural metaphor for journalists trying to explain the failure of “the best

and brightest” in Indochina.By May Day, McGeorge Bundy and his once-confident friends were
as troubled by social upheaval at home as they were by Communism abroad. Bundy had
attempted to put the resources of the nation’s largest philanthropic enterprise, the Ford

Foundation, behind the task of improving the American social structure. His support of bold,
controversial activism in the ghetto and in New York City’s public school system made him a
favorite target of the political right, while his Vietnam involvement automatically made him

suspect to the left.* * *IN HIS PREPARATIONS for May Day, Brewster had relied heavily on the
counsel of the Yale Corporation members. He reached out not only to Vance but to other

patrician liberals on the board, including Paul Moore Jr., the Episcopal bishop of New York, and

the city’s mayor, John Lindsay.Moore was also on the Yale campus that day, partly because his

son and daughter had been students at the university who were involved in the protests that led
up to May Day. Tall, blue-eyed, and imposing, his silver hair modishly long, Moore had been a

childhood playmate of McGeorge Bundy’s and a Yale classmate of Brewster’s. He came from
one of America’s richest families. A hero in World War II, he received a Purple Heart, Silver Star,

and Navy Cross; he nearly died on Guadalcanal. After training at the General Theological

Seminary, he was part of a new breed of idealistic Episcopal priests seeking to reclaim parishes

in inner cities abandoned by white flight. His priesthood in decaying Jersey City during the
1950s gave him a decade’s head start on understanding civil rights grievances, and, as head of

the Episcopal Church in Washington and in New York, he used what he had learned to prick the

consciences of the nation’s elite.Moore appreciated that the May Day protests were about more
than just the Panther trial or protest against the war. He felt that just as World War II had begun
the breakup of colonialism, now “the domestic equivalent of colonialism, namely the domination

of society by old established institutions, was being resisted as well.”9* * *SIX FOOT, FOUR
inches tall, blue-eyed, and athletic, John Lindsay was charismatic in the extreme. A graduate of
St. Paul’s School (with Moore), he had entered Yale a few years behind Brewster. After war

service and Yale Law School, Lindsay plunged into liberal Republican politics.Like Richardson,

Lindsay moved back and forth between corporate law and Washington before being elected to
Congress as the representative of the “Silk Stocking” district on Manhattan’s Upper East Side.

He won national admiration as well as the enmity of Republican Party regulars for his idealism
and unshakable independence. In 1965, the widespread belief that he would someday contend
for the presidency had propelled him into the New York mayoralty—“the second toughest job in

the nation,” it was said. But by 1970, it was clear that Lindsay’s expertise and charisma were no
match for the problems that beset America’s cities—although Lindsay had prevented major riots

in New York during the long, hot summers of the late 1960s.As a member of the presidentially
appointed Kerner Commission on urban unrest, Lindsay had authored the famous warning that
“our nation is moving toward two societies, one black, one white—separate and unequal.”10 He

had applauded Brewster’s decision to open Yale to the May Day demonstrators; the decision
echoed his own policy of trying to convince disaffected youth and minorities that the system

worked and that its leaders were willing to listen. But Lindsay was also under attack on May first.
Two days earlier, he told a college audience that he had “unending admiration” for those willing

to go to prison rather than serve in Vietnam. Soon Agnew would vilify Lindsay along with
Brewster, assailing the New York mayor as a “well-born elitist.” “There are men now in power in
this country,” Agnew told his heartland audiences, “who do not represent authority, who cannot

cope with tradition, and who believe that the people of America are ready to support revolution

as long as it is done with a cultured voice and a handsome profile.”11The vice president had, in
so many words, charged the liberal establishment with treason. Brewster and his friends had
heard this before; such talk reminded them of Senator Joseph McCarthy’s attacks on their
mentors like Acheson a generation earlier. This time around, however, the establishment was

also under siege from the left. Conservative populists like Agnew saw the small group of men
and institutions as an elite acting to frustrate the will of the people. Ironically, many leftists shared

that view. They saw Brewster and Yale as pillars of an oppressive order. Brewster himself
recognized that some of the demonstrators in New Haven “were so fed up with the
establishment of which Yale was a part that they were going to try to destroy Yale as a symbol of
the establishment.”12It was a measure of America’s polarization that as Brewster sat in his

command post in the waning minutes of May first, waiting for news from the shattered rink, he
considered it equally likely that the bomb could have been set by a provocateur from the left or
the right. Considering that presidential aide John Dean had been spotted in town earlier that day,
it was not completely paranoid to wonder whether the government itself may have been

involved.* * *JUST BEFORE MIDNIGHT the police scanner in Brewster’s command post

crackled with the news that there were no casualties in the rink. Most of the crowd, drawn by the

excitement on the Green, had left the building just minutes before the explosion. The few

remaining had suffered only minor cuts from flying glass. Brewster and his assistants began to
speak again, although, as one recalled, “it was that kind of talk that you have after you have just

avoided an accident and your adrenaline has been pumping.”13As Brewster and Vance left the
command post and walked back to the president’s house sometime after two in the morning,

Brewster turned to his friend and said, “You know what this is all about? It is a test as to whether
we are right or they are right.”14 In other words, was authority best served by Agnew’s and
Mitchell’s brand of divisiveness, force, and hard-line tactics? Or was it best served by the liberal

establishment’s tolerance, openness, and flexibility, which Brewster called “taking the risk of
latitude for freedom”? Two and a half days later, an answer of sorts came when National
Guardsmen opened fire on a crowd of students at Kent State University, killing four.At this

moment in American history, some leaders were aware that the nature of authority was
changing. Brewster had moved Yale away from its deeply conservative New England roots,
transforming it into a modern, international institution. The university’s culture, reflected in its
policies in administration, faculty hiring, and undergraduate admissions, had long stressed the

superiority of white Anglo-Saxon Protestant leadership. Brewster reshaped Yale to emphasize
merit rather than background. He redefined leadership to include individuals from nonprivileged

circumstances, minorities, and women. Yet he did not turn his back on Yale’s heritage, its
hallowed tradition of community, or its distinctive reputation for producing leaders and achievers.
He sought a middle course through the Sturm und Drang of the era—a difficult balancing act—

and found himself pressed between impatient students and angry conservative alumni.* *

*KINGMAN BREWSTER’S STORY exemplifies the experiences of the leadership class of “the
greatest generation.” Brewster and most of his friends and associates traced their ancestry to

the New England colonists, and they shared backgrounds of at least modest privilege. Educated
at a handful of private schools and colleges, they were brought together from an early age and

throughout their lives. And they achieved leadership positions in careers and in institutions that

historically had been tilted in favor of their class.It is striking how often people referred to
Brewster as someone who seemed born to leadership. When pressed for specifics, they would
point to cultural markers such as his lineal male descent from Elder William Brewster of the
Mayflower, his education at a private school and Yale College and Harvard Law School, his

handsome patrician features, his sonorous New England accent, his tailored English suits, and

his closetful of sailing trophies from summers on Martha’s Vineyard. He was a member of the
Council on Foreign Relations and tony metropolitan clubs. He had close, longtime friendships
with powerful men: Washington fixers, Wall Street lawyers and bankers, presidents of the major

universities and foundations. They not only tended to uphold the status quo; they were the status

quo.Yet the establishment was not a monolith of ideas shared by a group of identically minded
individuals. The dominant strain undoubtedly was the rock-ribbed Republicanism for which New

England had been known. Men who inclined toward this view—including most of the leaders of
Brewster’s father’s generation—generally tried to preserve the social and political privileges that

their class enjoyed. This is to be expected; ruling classes typically attempt to reproduce
themselves.Yet, surprisingly, the establishment leaders of Brewster’s generation were mostly
liberals, who in different ways set out to reform the institutions and the society that had given

them their advantages. In matters of appearance and custom, they were much like the older
generation. They belonged to the right clubs, accepted the settled canons of dress and
behavior, upheld the old ideals of honor and patriotism and integrity, internalized the Cold

Warrior code, sailed off Cape Cod and Martha’s Vineyard, tanned on the shores of the Bahamas

and Antigua, and followed the East Coast family rituals. But they sensed and responded to the

new generation’s desire for a more just social order, what Brewster in his inaugural address

called the yearning of the young “to be involved in something more meaningful than inherited
patterns of success.”15Like their predecessors, Brewster and his peers found themselves in the

same company again and again, not just at upper-class watering holes and old-school reunions,
but in government, on university and corporate and foundation boards, and on presidential
commissions and associations of concerned citizens. They served as a nexus between
government, media, and academia, shuttling along the East Coast between the often-separate

worlds of power, opinion, and knowledge. Also like their predecessors, they exerted a
disproportionate influence on public opinion. Unlike their mentors, however, they struggled to
modernize what might be called the nation’s operating system, the social order that had placed

power in their hands.When the members of this new, liberal establishment came to positions of

responsibility in the 1960s, their background conditioned their responses to the urban and racial

crises, the trauma of the Vietnam War, and the alienation of the younger generation. None of
them could have kept aloof from the problems of the 1960s even if they had wanted to. The
disruptions provoked by the era kept bubbling up into their spheres of politics, education,

administration, diplomacy, philanthropy, and religion. Their responses followed similar patterns,

for reasons that had to do with background and temperament, and the interactions among the

elites.Most important, perhaps, was the fact that Brewster and his friends thought of themselves
as society’s guardians: modern leaders of the country’s institutions, who had national

responsibilities and tried to take a national perspective. As their conception of the national

interest changed during the 1960s, they responded in ways that many other leaders, and people
who shared their background, did not. At their best, these men held out the promise that they

could overcome the flaws and prejudices of their fathers’ generation while retaining the positive

attributes of that old WASP elite. Their supporters praised them as pragmatic idealists, while

their enemies damned them as oppressors or as traitors to their class.Guardianship is a useful
metaphor for understanding Brewster and his circle. The guardians, in Plato’s Republic, are the

ideal rulers of the ideal state. They serve no interest other than the good of the state and are

indifferent to money or celebrity. While Plato called his state an aristocracy (i.e., “rule by the
best”), the Platonic system of the guardians was not a conventional aristocracy, because it did

not rest on inherited advantage. The guardians’ responsibility was not only to defend the state
and its interests but to enforce equal opportunity. If the offspring of the upper class proved

inferior, it was the guardians’ duty to “assign to each one a status appropriate to his nature and
not hesitate to thrust him out among the farmers and craftsmen.” At the same time, talented

members of the lower classes should be “honored and raised up.”16Brewster and his peers
oversaw that process of social churning in the 1960s, guiding a movement toward meritocracy

and greater equality for minorities. The peaceful transition of the United States from a system
much like aristocracy to a more open society was one of the epochal changes in the nation’s

history, yet the role of the guardians who made it possible has been curiously understudied.
Subsequent years have not been kind to the reputations of the members of Brewster’s

establishment. When they are remembered at all, it is largely by their enemies, who recall them

either as villains who promoted the Vietnam War or as social engineering elitists. Despite their
best intentions, Brewster and his circle were divisive figures. They infuriated even some of the
people they helped simply because of who they were, with their funny names, ingrained upper-

class traits, polished intellects, high-minded liberalism, and aura of natural superiority that

derived, ironically, from the tradition of WASP leadership they helped undermine. “Vote for Elliot
Richardson,” read a bumper sticker printed by the Bostonian’s electoral opponents, “he’s better

than you.” Guardianship is an alien concept to most Americans, and the members of the
establishment provoked a fierce resentment of liberals, intellectuals, and the elite that continues

to drive current politics. Perhaps as a result, their milieu has gone unexamined, their ideas

forgotten, their speeches unread, their contributions ignored. And yet they were an important

part of the dynamic that shaped the society we live in today. The history of twentieth-century

America will never be properly understood until the establishment is written back into history.* *

*EXAMINING THE LIBERAL establishment from the standpoint of Brewster and his circle—
men like Cyrus Vance, McGeorge Bundy, Elliot Richardson, Paul Moore, and John Lindsay—
inevitably presents a portrait drawn from a particular perspective. Like a fishing net, a human

network looks a certain way if it is picked up by a single strand. Even if another strand of the
social fabric is examined, however—such as that of the liberal establishment’s nemesis, William

F. Buckley Jr.—Brewster’s circle would remain the heart of the network.Buckley gave the name
“liberal establishment” to the interlocking directorate of individuals, institutions, and ideas that he

fought in his quest to revive conservatism in postwar America. As an undergraduate at Yale,

Buckley locked horns with the American Veterans Committee, a liberal, internationalist group led
by Brewster at Harvard Law School and by William Sloane Coffin Jr. (later chaplain of Yale under
Brewster) in New Haven. Buckley rose to national fame with his 1951 God and Man at Yale, an

attack on academic freedom and the alleged betrayal of conservatism at his alma mater. The
book met a bitter rebuttal from McGeorge Bundy, who insinuated that Buckley’s

nonestablishment background (Irish, Catholic, son of a Texas oilman) disqualified him from
criticizing a WASP institution like Yale; Bundy’s attack helped get him named dean of the faculty

at Harvard. Buckley became an advocate of and informal assistant to Joseph McCarthy, whose

populist, anti-Communist crusade was aimed at the establishment in all but name. In 1965,

Buckley ran for mayor of New York against John Lindsay. Three years later, he ran for trustee of
the Yale Corporation against Cyrus Vance. He castigated Coffin’s involvement in civil rights and

antiwar protest—and Brewster’s support of the chaplain’s activism. Buckley charged that
Brewster himself, in helping to convert one of America’s most conservative universities into one
of the most progressive, had become “a Kerensky … wooing the cheers of the mob.”17The

legacy of Brewster’s liberal establishment, and of the 1960s as a whole, is a continuing source of
political debate, involving not only ideas but personalities. Bill Clinton and Hillary Rodham met at

the Yale Law School during Brewster’s presidency, and Rodham was part of the committee of
support for the Black Panthers during the May Day 1970 demonstrations. Several members of

President Clinton’s brain trust were former Brewster protégés, including Strobe Talbott, Gregory
Craig, Joseph Lieberman, and Derek Shearer. The cartoonist Garry Trudeau, whose

Doonesbury series began as a satire of life at Yale in the late 1960s and early 1970s, continues
to memorialize Brewster through his affectionate characterization of the wise but world-weary

President King. On the other hand, George W. Bush, who matriculated at Yale shortly after
Brewster was inaugurated, saw the Yale president as one of those leaders who had betrayed the

institution’s conservative tradition and turned the university over to leftists and intellectual

snobs.The story of the rise and fall of the liberal establishment, as told through Kingman
Brewster’s life and times, does more than shed light on the actions and motivations of one of the
twentieth century’s most famous university presidents. It provides a broad view of the United

States, complete with individuals and movements and debates—some well known, some

forgotten—that changed a nation. Many of the issues that raise passions today emerged from
the actions of liberal establishment figures, like Brewster, who applied the lessons of their

heritage (as they saw it) and their experiences of depression, war, and Cold War to the

unexpected challenges of a new era. These were the last of the Wise Men. Their legacy is still
with us.1ORIGINSKINGMAN BREWSTER spent the last days of the summer of 1937 sailing off

Martha’s Vineyard. At age eighteen, he had established himself as one of the country’s top

young sailors. Straight-backed and intent, he was the image of assurance and command at the
tiller. As a racer, he won through competence, aggression, and élan. He was nervy, relied on a
gambler’s instinct, and was especially good at match racing, which called for a chess-like ability
to anticipate a competitor’s moves. In August he had, for the second time, been crowned the

best young small-boat racer in North America by winning the Prince of Wales Cup in Nova
Scotia.1 Brewster was not a particularly methodical or shipshape sailor, and he didn’t spend

much time grooming his boat or poring over navigational charts to see where rocks and shoals

might lurk. But he was lucky, and he knew it. He counted on his luck.Even as a teenager,

Brewster had the hallmarks of one whom the gods had ordained to be a leader. The very name
Kingman suggested he had been born to rule, although it was, in fact, the patronymic of a distant

branch of his family. Tall and tanned from sailing, with wavy brown hair swept over a high
forehead, he had a noticeably large, well-formed head. When serious, Brewster could look as

imposing as a marble bust of one of his Puritan forebears. His more usual expression, though,

was a wry grin, one side of his mouth turning up while the other turned down, laugh lines

crinkling at the edges of his dark eyes. His was the face of authority: patrician, somehow
aristocratic, yet at the same time relaxed, amused, and approachable.Brewster spoke in a rolling

and sonorous baritone, with a Connecticut Valley accent that sounded vaguely British. No one
who talked to him could miss the marks of his privileged background and upbringing, but he

wore them lightly. More striking were his intelligence and curiosity, his idealism, and his deep

connection to the New England places and traditions in which he was born and raised. Sailing
around Martha’s Vineyard through sunlight and fog, around the dunes of Lambert’s Cove and the

cliffs of Gay Head, past the whaling captains’ mansions in Edgartown, Brewster felt rooted in

America in a way that he found hard to convey. Martha’s Vineyard, he wrote as a youth, “is much
more than a place to me.… I know it had an influence in my make-up, in an almost spiritual way.

Perhaps my deepest attachment is to that island. It stands for the essential harmony and eternity
of the world to me.”2Brewster’s ancestors had been sailing the waters of the Vineyard and Cape
Cod since the Pilgrims made harbor at Provincetown and Plymouth in 1620. Kingman Brewster
was an eleventh-generation lineal male descendant of Elder William Brewster, the spiritual head

of the Mayflower and chief religious prefect of the Plymouth Colony. If he had wanted, Brewster
could have traced his roots back to a signer of the Magna Carta and an assortment of European

royalty. But he was skeptical of all forms of inherited success, and he regarded his family
heritage with mild self-deprecation. When one of his distant cousins sent him an encomium to

the Elder Brewster, he replied that he was “grateful that you and I had the wisdom to select such
a magnificent ancestor.”3Nonetheless, Kingman took pride in the Pilgrims’ legacy of
independence and freedom under law, and was conscious of the blood ties that linked him to a

range of prominent men including the poet Archibald MacLeish, diplomat George Kennan, and

the Rockefellers. He wore a signet ring on his right hand bearing the Brewster family crest and

motto, “Vérité soyez ma garde,” Norman French for “Truth be my shield.” He was well aware that
others were also conscious of this background, and that it could do certain things for him. A

friend observed that “for all of Kingman’s diffidence, for all the uncertainty he sometimes felt …
there was behind it all the assurance that came from being a direct descendant of Elder

Brewster. And it gave him an inner serenity even when he was feeling taxed … on which in the
end he could fall back, because he was a Brewster.”4Elisha Brewster, Kingman’s great-greatgrandfather, was an officer in the light dragoons in the Revolutionary War. The Brewsters

belonged to the rural gentry; Elisha was one of the officers who crushed the populist rising of
farmers in western Massachusetts known as Shays’s Rebellion.5 Five successive generations of

Brewsters were gentleman farmers and Republicans who served in the state legislature.
Brewster’s grandfather Charles Kingman Brewster was a merchant and farmer who at various

times had been a selectman, town clerk and treasurer, postman, county commissioner, and
member of the State House of Representatives from the Second Berkshire District. When he
died, in the summer of 1908, his obituary noted his “pleasing personality, his integrity, his loyalty

to his friends and his faithful public service.”6Brewster’s father, Kingman Brewster Sr., was born

in Worthington, Massachusetts, in 1882, the youngest of five surviving children. He graduated
Phi Beta Kappa from Amherst College in 1906. While there, he came under the spell of

professor Charles Edward Garman, whose belief that the privileged had responsibility for the

moral and physical welfare of the poor influenced Brewster to spend a year and a half, after
graduation, in New York City, doing social work with the intercollegiate Young Men’s Christian

Association. (Kingman Jr. recalled that his less-than-liberal father abandoned social work for
Harvard Law School after his hat was stolen at the New York YMCA.7) He received his LL.B.

degree from Harvard in 1911, and moved to Oregon to begin law practice.While public attention
focused on Kingman Brewster Jr.’s paternal ancestry, his upbringing was far more influenced by
his maternal family. The Besses, of French Huguenot descent, had become a prominent family

in Springfield, Massachusetts, since their move there in 1888. Brewster’s mother, born in 1885,

was one of the six children of Lyman Waterman Besse and Eleanor Pass. Her father, though not

born rich, became wealthy by starting one of the country’s first clothing store chains, the Besse
System, which would boast of shops in twenty-seven cities, from Maine to Missouri.8Florence

Besse grew up in the family’s Victorian mansion at 29 Ingersoll Grove, a massive home with
baronial fireplaces and elegant stained-glass windows, an entire floor for servants, a porte

cochere, and one of New England’s largest carriage houses at the edge of a ravine in back. The
Besse children had a formal upbringing common to the provincial nouveau riche in the Gilded

Age. Lyman and his wife dressed for dinner every night and ate separately from their children.
The family summered on Martha’s Vineyard in the town of Cottage City, which later became Oak
Bluffs. Their home, which still survives, is a substantial gingerbread-Gothic house overlooking

what remains unspoiled land to the beach and Nantucket Sound beyond. The family sailed along
the south shores of Cape Cod in their large yacht Uneeda, for which Lyman employed a
professional captain and crew.9Florence, a brilliant, dark-haired beauty, graduated Phi Beta

Kappa from Wellesley in 1907, an English major and president of the student government. She

soon enrolled as one of the first students at the Simmons School of Social Work, graduating in
1909. Through mutual friends connected with Harvard Law School, Florence met Kingman

Brewster in 1911 on one of his trips back east from Oregon. In December they became
engaged, and they were married in Springfield in November 1912. The couple moved to
Portland but returned to Springfield the next year. Mary, their first child, was born in September

1914. Another daughter, Ann, arrived in 1916 but died in 1918 of pneumonia. Her death was
never spoken of in the family.Kingman Jr. was born in Longmeadow, a suburb of Springfield, in
June 1919. His sister recalled that he had a buoyant sense of humor even as a little boy, and it

was hard to discipline him when he got into trouble because he would always think of something
that made everyone laugh.10 He was also a good mimic from an early age, and imitating people
and accents gave him a great deal of pleasure.Kingman Jr. grew up in close contact with the
Besse clan, whose members crowded the house at Ingersoll Grove at holidays and for Sunday

lunches. A photo from the time shows sixteen children at such a gathering. The youngsters were

allowed to sit with the adults at the table, legs dangling from their chairs, as long as they did not

fidget or interrupt the grownups’ discussion. There were annual touch football games in the side
yard, baseball games in the backyard, and hide-and-seek in the house and carriage house.11
Lyman Besse had once taken great pride in his matched pairs of horses, but by the 1920s, the

horses had long since been replaced by Packards and Cadillacs.In Brewster’s early years, his

father moved restlessly. In 1921, he relocated the family to Washington, D.C., where he worked

for several government agencies. The family briefly returned to Springfield in 1923, then went

back to Washington, where Kingman Sr. went into practice and sped through a variety of law
partners. Not long thereafter, the Brewsters separated and began proceedings for divorce.The

split was painful and drawn out but not acrimonious. In many ways husband and wife were an

unlikely match from the start. Kingman wrote that his father “was an arch-conservative lawyer-

lobbyist in Washington, wheeling and dealing with equally conservative wheelers and dealers.
He was brilliant, charming, and fiercely, bitterly impatient with the New Deal and the brain
trusters (most of whom had done better than he at Harvard Law School).” His mother, on the

other hand, was “a marvellously speculative and philosophical type,” a “free-thinking spirit …

given to far-out enthusiasms and delighting in sprightly argument with her more intellectually

conventional friends.”12Kingman was raised by his mother, who was a formidable influence but

never overbearing. One of Brewster’s friends characterized her as “one of those people whose

presence you always felt when she was in the room.”13 Another remembered that “she knew

poetry, she knew music, she knew art, she knew architecture, and believe me, she knew
Kingman.”14After the separation, mother and children returned to Springfield. Three years later,
after Florence’s mother died, she moved into 29 Ingersoll Grove to take care of her father.

Florence Brewster stayed active and independent. In the mid-1920s she was president of the
Springfield Women’s Club, a group that attempted to interest women in current events and ideas.

From an early age, her children took part in what Brewster remembered as “an atmosphere of
uninhibited but rational discourse.”15 Freud and Marx were debated in lively exchanges, and
some of Florence’s friends protested the execution of Sacco and Vanzetti. While Florence had

not been a suffragist like many of her friends, she opposed restrictions on women’s freedom and
intellectual development. But her rebellions were mild: she dared to drive an automobile. Still,

she was a divorcée when such status was scandalous. Her family remained loyal, though, and

she had the support of close women friends.Kingman Brewster occasionally called himself “a
loyal son of Springfield,” although he lived there only until he was eleven. Still, it was here that he
acquired his accent, here that he first attended school (at the Longmeadow School for Boys,

where he was usually driven by his grandfather’s chauffeurs), and here that he first enjoyed

popularity among his peers. Both the Brewster and Besse families were nominally
Congregationalist, and Kingman occasionally attended the Congregational church on Mount
Vernon Street, but neither he nor his sister was baptized. Florence positively forbade her

children to go to Sunday school, her daughter recalled: “Mother thought that having to color
those dreadful pictures of Christ performing one miracle after another was poor religion and

worse art.”16 Florence herself wrote: “I find I do not believe in the personal or father image of

God nor in the exclusive divinity of Jesus. I do not believe in the Virgin birth and I regret its
implication that there is a lesser holiness in the universal process of propagation.”17The

children’s English governess, Mrs. Goodall, subscribed to the Victorian notion that boys had to

be hardened physically. Every day, summer or winter, she put Kingman in a bath of cold water
straight from the tap. Whether through birth or this regimen, he grew up to have an enormously

strong constitution and was rarely ill.In the summer of 1927, when Kingman was eight, the
children and their mother went to Europe, traveling through Britain, France, and Switzerland.

Brewster later recalled that “I had been exposed to stories about William Wallace and was full of

Scottish romanticism, so I … was greatly impressed by Stirling Castle—exactly what a boy’s

castle should be. [But] what I remember most vividly about that visit was the trip to Paris. I’ve

always been bug-eyed about aviation.… We flew on Imperial Airways in a big trimotor biplane,

and that seemed to me the most dramatic thing that life could afford.”18 In the same year, 1927,
Charles Lindbergh soloed across the Atlantic, and he became Brewster’s early hero.Although he
grew up in a female-headed household, Brewster was “never very far removed from the shelter

of my wealthy ‘substantial’ conservative grandfather,” he remembered. “Unconsciously I probably

absorbed some of the strict conservative proper environment.”19 Lyman Besse was remote in a

Victorian way, and the relationship, while proximate, was never close. Kingman Sr. would appear

about once a year bearing gifts, but Kingman was without a real father figure until his uncle
Arthur Besse stepped into the role.That connection evolved in Martha’s Vineyard, where the
extended family rented houses in and around Vineyard Haven and visited grandfather Besse at

Oak Bluffs. All the children swam, roamed along the beach, played tennis, and rode horseback.

When Kingman expressed a particular interest in sailing, Arthur Besse and Florence rented the
Whitney House, a large, red-roofed, Spanish-style structure overlooking Vineyard Haven Harbor,

and bought eighteen-foot Cape Cod knockabouts for Kingman and the three Besse boys. Since
they were too small to handle the boats by themselves, a Harvard student was hired to help

teach them to sail.The boys would sail practically from dawn to dusk; even their lunchtime
conversation concerned winds, tides, and sail ratios. Brewster’s cousin Richard Besse recalled

that “Kingman was very much the ringleader of our early days at the Whitney House. On rainy
days he taught us all the songs from H.M.S. Pinafore and a number of other nautical Gilbert and
Sullivan songs—he had an incredible repertoire of Gilbert and Sullivan songs. He sang with

great gusto and flavor.” Brewster was “full of energy, bright, creative, always thinking of things to
do, always making things happen.” He devised games using the intercom system of the Whitney

House, and another summer he got the group into designing and building balsa models of flying

gliders. His constant companion at the Whitney House was a large, powerful German shepherd
named Fritz. Richard Besse felt that Fritz’s relationship to Brewster was an early indication of the

visceral loyalty that Brewster would later inspire: “That was a one-man dog. His whole life was for

King.”20Brewster’s uncle Arthur Besse, a liberal Republican who had attended Lawrenceville
and Harvard College, was a partner in a New York brokerage firm until 1933, when the firm

collapsed in the depression. From then until his death, he was president of the National
Association of Wool Manufacturers.21 One of his sons described him as “a man of tremendous

warmth and honesty, a generous and wonderfully moral person.”22 When his brokerage firm

dissolved, he cut deeply into his own capital by personally paying off as many of his clients as he

could. He was by all accounts a very good surrogate father to Kingman.Lyman Besse died in
1930, leaving a fortune that in early-twenty-first century terms would be worth more than forty

million dollars—enough to provide his children and grandchildren with an extremely comfortable
lifestyle in the midst of the depression.23 Florence relocated to Cambridge, Massachusetts,

buying a house in the blue-blooded Brattle Street neighborhood. Kingman was eleven years old
at the time, and for the next thirty years, Cambridge would be his home territory. The primary

reason for the family’s move was Florence’s engagement to Edward Ballantine, a childhood

friend and a music professor at Harvard. They “reached an understanding,” in the parlance of the
time, in 1930, and lived around the corner from each other in Cambridge until they were married

in 1932.Kingman described his stepfather as “marvelous, and sensitive to the point of

vulnerability.”24 He had no children of his own and did not want to play a fatherly role—the
children called him Edward—but he was rather avuncular. He spoke French, German, Italian,
and Spanish, read a great deal, and had wide cultural interests. He taught classes in the history

of music at Harvard, and was an accomplished pianist and witty composer whose most famous

piece was “Variations on ‘Mary Had a Little Lamb,’” a series of playful renditions of the children’s

song in the style of different composers. Ballantine was more worldly than his aesthetic nature
might suggest. His father had been president of Oberlin College. His brother Arthur, a founding

partner of the powerful Wall Street law firm Root, Clark, Howland & Ballantine, served as

undersecretary of the Treasury under Hoover and Franklin Roosevelt; he brought Dean Acheson
into government in 1933. Edward himself was a member of the Century Association, perhaps
the most prestigious of Manhattan’s gentlemen’s clubs.The Cambridge house that Edward

shared with Florence and her children was very large; it had, in fact, once been used as a girls’
school. Two grand pianos dominated the living room, which had a high vaulted ceiling, clerestory
windows, and glorious acoustics. A small greenhouse was built onto the side, where Florence
cultivated camellias, jasmine, acacias, and other exotic blooms. She also brought with her two

Irish maids from her father’s household, sisters who had immigrated to Holyoke, Massachusetts,

as girls and who had once worked in the mills. While Brewster rarely mentioned the maids later

in life, he did on occasion draw on a repertoire of Irish sayings, noting that “there are more Irish
in Holyoke than there are in Boston.”25 Perhaps the two sisters helped immunize him against the

characteristic prejudice against Irish and Catholics of the Boston Brahmins (the blue bloods who
were so named because they formed the city’s highest caste).Florence Ballantine continued to
involve herself in civic work, but her main outlet was the musical world. She and Edward went to

concerts in Boston and New York, and were highly connected in musical circles. Their house

became a well-known musical and intellectual salon. Parties, dances, and concerts were often

held in the living room, attended by a variety of interesting people. Stravinsky was an occasional

visitor, and Rudolph Serkin liked to practice on the living room pianos before his Boston

concerts. Although Kingman was interested in music, he was for the most part an appreciative
rather than a critical listener. As he grew into his teens, he came to recognize the cultural

atmosphere of Boston, and the quality and richness of the museums, musical offerings, libraries,
and educational institutions of the “American Athens.”26In the fall of her first year in Cambridge,

Florence began taking Radcliffe graduate seminars in English literature and philosophy with

such professors as Robert Hillyer and Alfred North Whitehead. Brewster particularly

remembered that on one of his mother’s papers, Whitehead added the wry compliment “Very
good, much clearer than the truth.”27 Florence received her M.A. from Radcliffe in 1932.

Kingman had no doubt that his mother’s return to study at a mature age had sharpened her
intellectually. Her experience lay behind his later observation that universities could “revive the
sense of a second choice in mid-career.”28Not long after the move to Cambridge, the children

began to spend a week of their Christmas and Easter vacations with Kingman Sr. in Washington.
Kingman Jr. finally got to know his father. Brewster, whom the newspaper columnist Drew
Pearson called a “blue-stockinged tax lobbyist,” was the author of several books on tax law.29 In

1932, at about the time of Kingman’s first visit, his firm was representing the Sioux Nation in its

suit against the United States government. It was a case Brewster particularly enjoyed because
of his love of the American West; his extensive art collection included a number of valuable

bronzes and paintings by Frederic Remington; his daughter, Mary, remembered how he proudly

displayed a huge war bonnet the Sioux gave him.30A memo to the Sioux Nation from its
attorneys commented that “Mr. Kingman Brewster … is an organizer and an executive of

outstanding ability, and as we would say on our Dakota prairies, ‘he is a hard driver.’”31 Several
accounts confirm that the senior Brewster was a hard- and high-charging lawyer, whose policies

toward his underlings were Scrooge-like and whose ruthlessness was felt by competitors,
clients, and partners. Perhaps because he was so difficult to work with, his fortunes fluctuated
drastically. “He was always either very rich or completely on the rocks, with nothing in between,”

Mary recalled. “He was never on an even keel.”32Brewster Sr. owned a hunting lodge and a twothousand-acre tract of forest and farm in the Catoctin Mountains in Maryland, between Herbert

Hoover’s lodge and what is now Camp David. He was a voracious reader, a collector of
Lincolniana, a snappy dresser, a good athlete, an excellent shot, and an enthusiastic sportsman.

He enjoyed golf, fishing, riding, and similar outdoor activities, and made numerous hunting trips
to the western United States, Alaska, and Austria. He liked to get away to the Catoctins to enjoy

country living: fishing from a well-stocked trout stream, hunting, raising wild turkeys, and running

his horses up the mountains.Brewster, described by one acquaintance as “a crustacean
McKinleyite Republican,” entertained many members of Congress at his Catoctin retreat.33

According to his son, he “did enjoy a bit of wheeling and dealing in Washington circles; but I
wouldn’t say he was a ‘power’ or a lion under the throne.”34 Brewster’s politics, however, were

too extreme to be openly expressed in the mainstream GOP. His anti-Communism was so rabid
and sweeping that his son remembered that “if I were considerate enough to visit him in

Washington with a friend whose parents were somehow associated with the Roosevelt
administration, it was natural that he should refer quite regularly to my ‘Communist friends.’”35

The senior Brewster believed that Roosevelt was secretly a Jew named Rosenfeld, and that
Smith College (where his daughter, Mary, was a student) was a hotbed of communism.

Brewster’s political opinions and his business contacts with Germany led the FBI to start a file on

him. While various informers testified that he admired the Nazi system and claimed to have met

personally with Hitler on visits to Germany, the FBI’s investigation revealed little aside from the
fact that “BREWSTER possessed a great hatred for Jews and regarded them with suspicion at

all times.”36Brewster’s views on race and religion were perhaps most fully expressed in the
works of his good friend the eugenicist Lothrop Stoddard, who believed that Anglo-Saxon
civilization and America’s ancestral purity were under threat from inferior races. Stoddard was,

like Brewster, a Harvard Law School graduate and sometime resident of Brookline,

Massachusetts. (Brookline was, not coincidentally, the location of the nation’s first country club.)
Stoddard’s works included evocative titles such as The Rising Tide of Color Against White World

Supremacy and The Revolt Against Civilization: The Menace of the Under-Man.American
society, according to Brewster and Stoddard, was a racial aristocracy under threat not only from
degenerate races but also from the idea that merit rather than birth should determine an

individual’s lot in life. If all gifted people could be identified and elevated, Stoddard conceded,

“the immediate result would be a tremendous display of talent and genius.” But it “would be but
the prelude to utter racial impoverishment and irreparable racial and cultural decline.” Many

upper-class East Coast gentlemen shared the view that snobbery and racial exclusion were
necessary to preserve their elite culture, even if they stopped short of Stoddard’s conclusion that
“race cleansing is the obvious starting-point for race betterment.”37 Although Brewster’s virulent

racial opinions were welcome in polite society, most of his peers expressed themselves in more
decorous terms.Brewster’s investigation by the FBI did not prevent him from maintaining a warm

friendship with the bureau’s director, J. Edgar Hoover. Other close friends included CIO head
John L. Lewis and the Louisiana demagogue Huey Long. His daughter, Mary, remembered that

she was “terribly humiliated” when, accompanying her father on a visit to the Senate, Long
paused in mid-diatribe to wave to his good friend Kingman Brewster. “I could have sunk through

the floor, because from my point of view Long was the Devil incarnate, a thoroughly unprincipled
man.” She speculated that these men were drawn to her father, and he to them, because “they

were all strong personalities with a lot of animal energy—forceful, larger-than-life.”38 Like his
friends, Kingman Brewster was in many ways a dangerous man.On the other hand, he was also

a person of tremendous attractiveness and charisma. As his daughter-in-law put it, “He could
charm the birds off the trees, then swallow them up.”39 Mary recalled that “my father was a great

lover of life. He loved a good, sociable time. He hated New England, which he thought gloomy

and solemn, and he spent much of his life fleeing it. He much preferred Washington, D.C., which
was full of people and intrigue.”40Brewster Sr. was a strikingly handsome man, with a magnetic

appeal to women. He was married five times, although the legality of several of those unions was

questionable. “He needed a great deal of female support,” Mary observed, “and he tried five
times to find it.”41 His first remarriage, to Theo Urch, produced a daughter, Barbara. One of his
later wives arrived at his funeral with two sons in tow, whose existence had been hitherto

unrevealed. Kingman Jr. recalled that at his father’s funeral, it was his role to keep the wives
apart; they were all still fond of him.Kingman Jr. once told an interviewer that he had been

“terrified” of the father who had given him “a stepmother in every port.”42 Yet father and son

shared a natural ebullience and intelligence, and apparently enjoyed each other’s company. The
son detested his father’s racism and ultraconservatism, and so kept some distance. Like both his

parents, Kingman Jr. had a certain New England reserve. While he was not secretive, it was

always difficult to get him to talk about himself. He was a deeply emotional man, but never
subject to the darker passions that led his father to hate on a grand scale. When something

angered him, he was quick to express his feelings, but then they subsided. He did not simmer
with suppressed rage or harbor lingering resentments.Brewster’s later political sensibility was

undoubtedly influenced by his parents. Yet, since he wrote so little about them, any biographer
who tries to deduce psychological cause from political effect is skating on thin ice. But
Brewster’s remarks are suggestive. He felt that his upbringing necessitated “an appreciation of

contrasting extremes.… A real fondness for people who disagreed with each other so violently
made me eager to find a ground which left room for appreciation of contrasting viewpoints.”43

Although Brewster understood that many conflicts were not subject to compromise, he drew an
implicit analogy between the balance required to keep good relations with such different parents

and the tolerance necessary if institutions or societies were to remain unified.Unlike many

moderates, he appreciated the clash of extreme viewpoints. A friend observed that Brewster
“thought that the center is a product of the opposites that press on it from all sides.… [H]e
always seemed to feel as though the moral center is tempered and shaped, given its form, by

the debates that rage along its edges.”44In maintaining an affectionate relationship with his
father, Brewster surely must have been, as he once put it, “trying not only to understand but to

see the plausible points in extreme positions with which you disagree.”45 He was not infinitely
tolerant of extreme viewpoints, however; he realized that unresolved conflict could lead to

acrimony. The observation by his wife, Mary Louise, that “Kingman was never one to push an
argument past the point of no return,”46 perhaps explains why he was not susceptible to
Manichaean ideological doctrines. His considerate reaction to the extreme positions of his father

and mother formed the basis of his approach to disagreements of all kinds throughout his life.*

* *IN 1930, when he was eleven years old, Brewster followed his cousins Richard King and
Lyman Besse Burbank to the Belmont Hill School in Belmont, Massachusetts, a suburb of

Cambridge. The institution had been founded seven years earlier, mainly by Harvard professors
who wanted a school for their children to attend.47 Brewster was a low “B” student. His Latin

teacher later said that “he had a tremendous brain, but there was so much else he wanted to
do.”48 He was a bright and quick but not particularly bookish boy, although he liked reading

stories of air and sea travel, tales of adventure and courage, and histories of the Scottish kings.

(In later years he would puzzle his correspondents by peppering his letters with archaic

Scotticisms.) But even as a youngster, he was intrigued by issues and ideas, and found people
more interesting than books. His main stimuli were extracurricular. Some of his energies went
into singing and theatrics. He performed in a series of Gilbert and Sullivan musicals, climaxing

with his performance as First Lord of the Admiralty in H.M.S. Pinafore. He also displayed a
particular flair for pencil drawings, a skill he continued to exercise in later life on the margins of

boring memos.“I did all the things a future campus politician does,” Brewster recalled of his years

at Belmont Hill, “such as debating and working on the school paper.”49 As editor in chief of the
Compass, he agitated against the Marine invasion of Nicaragua and in favor of a French teacher
dismissed for having an affair. He felt that he “probably learned more from the curious regime of
interscholastic debating than I did from anything else. We were locked into the library for twenty-

four hours and on the basis of its modest resources were to emerge as oracular experts ready to
do battle with opposing dilettantes from Saint Grottlesex,” the major Episcopalian boarding
schools such as Groton, St. Paul’s, and Middlesex. “It was excellent preparation for writing

speeches,” Brewster remembered, “or indeed for a career in academic administration

generally.”50Brewster never lost a debate during the three years that he was on the team. His
greatest triumph came when Belmont Hill, taking the affirmative side on “whether capitalism is
more conducive to war than socialism,” defeated a Groton debating team that included Franklin

Roosevelt Jr. and William and McGeorge Bundy.51The Bundy brothers were already legends in
the narrow world of the New England preparatory schools. Descendants of Boston’s most

important families, class leaders and brilliant students, they seemed destined for great things.

McGeorge (“Mac” to his friends) was the younger by a year, and the brighter and more vivid of
the two. His mild appearance—pink-cheeked, sandy-haired, with owlish-looking round glasses—

contrasted with his intimidating intelligence and precision of expression. He received perfect

scores on all his college board exams, and was a three-time winner of the Franklin D. Roosevelt
Debating Trophy (named for the Groton old boy who was then making himself deeply unpopular

with most of the school’s alumni).Mac Bundy was raised in what he described as a “cold roast
Boston” family in the city’s exclusive Back Bay. He grew up on Beacon Street, which Oliver

Wendell Holmes called “the sunny street that holds the sifted few”; his father was a law clerk to

Holmes before becoming partner at a prominent Boston firm. Young Bundy spent his summers
much as Brewster did, sailing and blackberry-gathering at his family’s enormous “cottage” at

Manchester-on-the-Sea, on Boston’s North Shore. Even as a boy, Bundy had the wolverine
intensity, the briskness and tartness that marked him as an adult. Kingman and Mac became

best friends, according to Bill Bundy, because “they were both slightly prickly, slightly selfrighteous New Englanders.”52 They were also different in many ways. Brewster was less

arrogant and acerbic, more speculative and open, while Bundy was more obviously brilliant,

more combative and hard-edged. But they were both bright, curious, and wide-ranging, with

strong idealistic streaks. Bundy could also be as funny and mischievous as Brewster, cracking
jokes like a little string of firecrackers going off. Both liked to compete, and theirs would be a

competitive friendship. Mac Bundy valued his reputation as Groton’s greatest debater, and for

years afterward he claimed that Brewster had beaten him in their schoolboy debate only

because one of their judges was deaf.Brewster’s Belmont Hill was a more open and less
traditional place than Bundy’s Groton. The school was generally well suited to Brewster, whom

headmaster Thomas Morse recalled as “an inherent iconoclast.”53 Brewster, in turn, praised

Morse’s “great appreciation for individuality, at a time when most prep schools were monuments
of conformity.”54On Sunday evenings Brewster would go to the Ford Hall Forum in Boston
(sometimes accompanied by his mother) to listen to a “parade of controversial intellects, mostly

left wing.”55 From the time he was fifteen, and for the next three years, he was in the audience at
“America’s oldest forum of public expression” almost every week. The wooden panel that

Brewster carved (a requirement for all Belmont Hill students) depicted the torch of the forum.The

mid-1930s, as Brewster emphasized, “was a great time to have your eyes opened to political,
economic, and social consciousness.”56 In early 1933 the nation was at the nadir of the
depression. The failure of the old order was complete, and the rise of totalitarianism abroad was

underscored when a pro-Nazi speaker addressed the Ford Hall Forum. The violent protest that
ensued must have provided Brewster with an early lesson in the controversies over free

speech.57 He would later recall that after Franklin D. Roosevelt’s inauguration in March 1933,

the American political scene was characterized by ferment and “ideological frothiness.” The

need for solutions to the national crisis conveyed urgency and moral fervor to the ongoing
debate, and “no idea for the salvation of the world was considered too far out to deserve an
audience.”58At the Ford Hall Forum, Brewster heard calls to pacifism from Norman Angell,

exhortations to social commitment from Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, and praise for civil liberties from
Felix Frankfurter and American Civil Liberties Union founder Roger Nash Baldwin. “Any ideology

or ingenious idea was welcome,” he observed, whether from socialists like Harold Laski and

John Strachey or “the homegrown prophet of technocracy, Upton Sinclair.” Brewster recalled that
“optimistic utopianism” was the mood of the day. “Even sneering progressives like the La Follette

brothers and Norman Thomas were basically robust and cheerful,” he remembered. If there was
any common theme, it was “a tremendous intellectual and moral self-confidence, a feeling that
man-made problems would lend themselves to man-made solutions.”The Ford Hall Forum

experience undoubtedly contributed to Brewster’s nascent iconoclasm, but it also may have
strengthened his “congenital optimism” and sense of political possibility. Although Brewster had

mixed feelings about Roosevelt and the New Deal, he vividly remembered crowding into the

balcony of the old Ford Hall in 1935 to hear the president speak. “Even then I took great delight
in [FDR’s] confident gusto,” he recalled. “In the retrospect of history I give him and his great wife

even more credit for the sense we all felt, that if you had a really good idea, it stood a

chance.”59* * *NOT ALL THE political figures who influenced Brewster remained simply
figures on a distant podium. During his political awakening, he was also able to see national

movers and shakers at first hand on his visits to his father, who often took Kingman and his
sister to congressional hearings and diplomatic parties. Brewster found Washington a “great

whirl of influence peddling. The town seemed to consist of everyone trying to get something
from everyone else. I found I didn’t like that.”60He much preferred the scene at his mother’s

house in Cambridge, where, as Mary recalled, he was fearless in conversation with adult

guests.61 Many of the visitors were acquaintances through the Barn House summer colony on
Martha’s Vineyard, which had been founded in 1919 by Florence Besse’s sister Gertrude and

her husband, Stanley King. Members and guests at the Chilmark summer retreat included
journalists Walter Lippmann and Max Eastman, liberal activists Roger Baldwin and Evelyn

Preston Baldwin, legal and political thinkers such as Felix Frankfurter and Graham Wallas, the
prominent feminist and judge Dorothy Kenyon, and other well-known artists, intellectuals, and

political figures.62 Brewster encountered this provocative crowd throughout his youth. Baldwin
was one “whose spell I came under early on.”63In his junior year at Belmont Hill, at his family’s
suggestion, Brewster was tutored by a Harvard student, so that he could skip his senior year and

take the 1936–37 academic year off before entering college. He decided to volunteer for George
W. Norris’s campaign for reelection as senator from Nebraska. Brewster wrote a letter to the

senator offering his services (but neglecting to mention his age), and after his offer was

accepted, he took a “long and lonely” train ride to Lincoln, Nebraska. “I arrived there,” he

remembered, “very much alone, bought a copy of the Lincoln Star, and read in it, in an article
about Norris’s campaign, ‘Kingman Brewster, prominent Massachusetts Republican, will also

speak on the Senator’s behalf.’ I got a room at the Cornhusker Hotel and went down to the

Senator’s office. His secretary was a nice old lady. A look of amazement crossed her face when

she saw me. I was seventeen and was having trouble with my complexion. The shock and
surprise percolated on and up in the organization.”64 Brewster was set to work licking

stamps.What led a “well protected seventeen year old New Englander,” as he put it, to campaign
for a seventy-five-year-old Nebraskan senator and former schoolteacher, born of impoverished

and illiterate farmers?65 A possible explanation is that Brewster, who was already inclined
toward anti-interventionism, was inspired by Norris’s antiwar stand in 1917. Norris was one of six

senators who voted against a declaration of war, which he believed to have been motivated by
financial and commercial interests. As a result, he had become the target of hysterical vilification
from press, public, and government officials. By the mid-1930s, Norris’s stand had come to

seem heroic and prophetic to those who opposed United States participation in another

European conflict.Norris was also one of the most enduring icons of the Progressive movement
—the first vice president of the National Progressive Republican League when it was formed in

January 1911, as well as the leader of the congressional progressives after Robert La Follette’s
death in 1925. Throughout his forty years of continuous service in the House and Senate, Norris

consistently opposed boss rule, corruption, political patronage, and the power of monopoly,
inherited wealth, and vested interests. He was an outspoken advocate of political, economic,
and social reform, civil rights and civil liberties, liberalized immigration, religious tolerance, farm

relief, the rights of labor, and more efficient use of the country’s natural resources. Although

Norris spent most of his career as a political outsider, he saw many of his ideas come to fruition

during the New Deal.66Brewster recalled that he had first been attracted to Norris’s
independence, demonstrated in his 1936 broadcast from the Cleveland Republican presidential

convention that nominated Alf Landon.67 In his speech Norris charged that “the representatives
of special interests” operating “behind the smoke screen at Cleveland nominated a man for

President whose greatest asset is that nobody knows him and nobody knows what he stands

for.”68 It is ironical that Brewster applauded Norris’s charge that Landon was the puppet of
bosses and special interests, considering that Kingman Brewster Sr. was a delegate at the 1936

convention and that Frederick Steiwer, the senator from Oregon who delivered the keynote
address in Cleveland, became Brewster’s law partner two years later.69Norris had crossed party
lines to endorse Roosevelt for reelection, and at a campaign stop in Omaha, the president broke

tradition by endorsing Norris over the Democratic nominee. On election day Norris defeated his

Republican challenger by over 35,000 votes and his Democratic opponent by over 150,000
votes, and so became the only Independent in the Congress.70Brewster suggested that the
most important lesson he learned from Norris stemmed from his initial misapprehension of the

senator’s political approach. While Norris’s popular image was of grim-faced adherence to
principle at all costs, he was, in fact, realistic and flexible, appreciative of the need to adjust to
change, and prepared to compromise provided he could gain at least part of his goals. Brewster

felt that Norris, for all his courage and independence, also “taught me that politics for good
causes in a democracy requires the art and skill of compromise.… I learned then that idealism

does not justify and will not be well served by an all-or-nothing-at-all posture.”71In the future,
Brewster’s pragmatic idealism would set him apart from starry-eyed peers and had much to do
with his pursuit of a liberal rather than a radical course. He was also impressed by Norris’s
practical wisdom. Brewster recalled the senator’s response when, on a Lincoln’s Birthday in the

mid-1930s, he was asked what he thought Lincoln would do if he were alive to see the
depression. “The Senator replied, ‘He would be just as uncertain and confused about what to do
as the rest of us are.’”72Brewster left Nebraska after the election and joined his family in Oxford

and London, where Edward VIII’s abdication threw the nation into crisis. Brewster thought it “an

extraordinary event to witness,” but he and his mother were perturbed by the event and by what

he called the “unctuous glee of Stanley Baldwin.” Both mother and son agreed with those who
thought Edward should have married Wallis Simpson and retained the throne.73 Around

Christmastime, the family traveled to the Continent. Kingman, along with his mother and sister,
went skiing in Saint Anton in Austria; Kingman lived with an Austrian family there that year before

the Nazi takeover. Later, just when Mussolini threatened to throw a blockade across the
Mediterranean, the family cruised through Greece and Italy. Kingman and his mother then

traveled through Germany and France, viewing the ferment and decay of Europe at what proved
to be the end of the interwar period. Later he took a cycling trip through Scandinavia with a
school friend.Brewster would never forget the “great turmoil on the Continent” during 1936–37:

“Four years of National Socialism in Germany. Italy having just gone into Ethiopia. The Spanish

Civil War in full spate. For someone who was just opening his eyes to political and social events,

it was a fantastic time to be there.”74 Kingman’s sister felt that this exposure strengthened her

brother’s nascent isolationism. “Munich in 1937 had the eerie, elusive quality of the Katherine

Anne Porter story ‘The Leaning Tower,’” she remembered. “It was the end of a whole era. It was
the very last bit of the old Europe of the grand hotels, the thés dansants, and so on. The old
order was vanishing right in front of your eyes. It already seemed to be part of the past, out of
proportion, and beginning to be a bit rotten.”75Brewster himself recalled being horrified by the

European scene “when the middle-ground was lost.” He was disturbed by an incident in which
he was fawned upon in a French train when the Tyrolean hat he was wearing made him look
German.76 Brewster was also exposed to totalitarianism—he heard Hitler on the radio, saw

Mussolini harangue a Roman crowd, and had face-to-face contact with Fascists and Nazis.
Traveling alone through Germany in 1937 and arriving in Berlin, Brewster was “taken in hand by

a storm trooper deputized to be hospitable to unwary young foreign tourists. We sat at a cafe on

the Unter den Linden. I, of course, began to argue about National Socialist policy, particularly the

preference for guns over butter, a current slogan. Suddenly I realized there could be no
argument, not because of the censorship of fear but because of the dogmatic dictate which said
‘… it is so because the Führer wills it so.’” He found it “terrifying” to have rational exchange

“totally blocked by steely-eyed, unlistening dogmatic assertion.”77Brewster’s experiences on the

Continent left him with the general impression of “the diversity and reality of national
characteristics, and at the same time the essential humanity of common innocent people
everywhere.”78 However, his travels also strengthened his conviction that American democracy
was a unique phenomenon and his feeling that “thank God Europe’s problems are its own.”79 As
a result, Brewster began to cultivate the isolationism that would lead him to help found the

America First Committee while he was an undergraduate at Yale College.* * *FOR
BREWSTER AND his peers, the college admissions process was a simple matter. If you were

from the right background and schools, it was largely a matter of choice. For the most part,
students selected colleges rather than the other way around. Twenty-four of Brewster’s twenty-

six classmates at the Belmont Hill School enrolled at Harvard. Belmont Hill’s assistant
headmaster Charles Jenney recalled that “everybody got into Harvard.… No interviews, no ‘one

in five’ competition. The only ones that didn’t go to Harvard were a few rebels like … Brewster,
’36, who actually preferred Yale.”80Brewster chose Yale because of its democratic ethos and
because Harvard was too close to home.81 Kingman Sr. did not put any pressure on his son to

go to Amherst, where Uncle Stanley King was president. Amherst was no longer just a school for

the sons of the western Massachusetts gentry, but it was still too small and provincial a stage for
young Kingman’s ambitions.Although none of his schoolmates went to Yale, his Martha’s
Vineyard connections ensured that Brewster would not arrive at the university friendless and

alone. He had discussed his decision to enroll with his Vineyard neighbor Dean Acheson, a
voluble, mustachioed lawyer who was a member of the Yale Corporation, the university’s

governing body. At that point Acheson had served briefly as undersecretary of the Treasury; later

he would become secretary of state under Truman and a key figure in what, after World War II,

would be called the establishment. It was the first of many times that Brewster would turn to

Acheson for counsel. Before his freshman year, Brewster asked for advice on courses and
teachers from another Vineyard neighbor, Acheson’s friend A. Whitney Griswold, who was then

a junior history professor at Yale. The gaunt, red-haired, fierce, and funny Whit, as he was
universally known, would become one of Brewster’s most important mentors. Brewster’s fellow

students included family members (his step-cousin Arthur Ballantine Jr. was enrolled at the Yale

Law School), acquaintances from the prep school circuit, family friends, Martha’s Vineyard

neighbors, and Cape Cod sailors. Brewster arranged that his freshman-year roommate would be

an Andover graduate, Jack Ware, who was part of his Vineyard Haven sailing group.82On
Martha’s Vineyard, Brewster also talked about Yale with Cyrus Vance, a lanky, soft-spoken

young man who had just finished his sophomore year there. Cy Vance had been senior prefect
at the Kent School, an earnest Episcopalian boarding school, where he played football and ice

hockey and rowed on the crew team that earned a berth in the Henley Regatta. The coach
praised him as “a perfect sport and a gentleman,” a label that followed him for the rest of his life.

Vance at age twenty looked like a poster image of Young Christian Manhood: athletic, even-

featured, refined, serious. He had been born in West Virginia, but his connections to the state
were more sentimental than significant. Vance was a product of the Northeast. His mother was
from a prominent clan in Philadelphia’s Main Line, and his family had moved to Bronxville, New

York, when he was an infant. At Yale, Vance was a quiet but effective leader: a true blue but not

stuffy or a prig, one of the best-recognized and most popular students in the college. He was a
good person for an entering freshman to know.While most of Brewster’s Boston friends were
headed to Harvard, he continued to run into them at coming-out parties for the city’s upper-class

debutantes. Mac Bundy was often at these parties, and so too was Elliot Lee Richardson,
another young Boston Brahmin. Brewster had recently been tutored in the art of dancing and

other social graces by his sister and her friends at Smith, so he was usually out on the dance
floor.By contrast, “Mac and I spent quite a lot of time on the sidelines at the coming-out parties,”

Richardson remembered, “arguing about something or other.” Richardson was dark-haired and
intense, characterized even then by an uneasy mixture of spirited idealism and starchy Victorian
propriety. He had a reputation (in upper-crust northeastern circles, at any rate) as Mac Bundy’s

only rival as the brightest boy of their generation. At Milton Academy he was at the top of his

class, a student council leader, a varsity athlete in football, wrestling, and track, and a star actor
to boot. His father had been chief of surgery at Massachusetts General Hospital and a professor
of surgery at the Harvard Medical School, and he had grown up in the Back Bay, not far from the
Bundys. The Richardsons and Bundys had long been friends, and Elliot sometimes dated Laurie

Bundy, Mac’s smart and attractive younger sister, who was “matchless among the young women
I knew in those days.” Richardson occasionally took time off from sailing at his family’s house on

Cape Cod to visit the Bundys at their summer place on the North Shore.In the summer of 1937,
Richardson had graduated from Milton and was about to enter Harvard. Mac Bundy had finished

his freshman year at Yale, where he had the highest grades in his class. Mac “was already quite

a well-known character even at age eighteen,” Richardson recalled. “Everybody knew that Mac
not only had made the highest scores on the College Boards, he had written a critique of the

College Board examinations in his essay.” Bundy had a preternaturally adult self-assurance, as

well as a fully developed worldview and even a sense of his own destiny. Richardson said that

his friend’s views in his teenage years “were much the same as they were later on when he
became a junior fellow [at Harvard] and worked on Plato’s Republic. Mac saw himself as one of

the guardians, the chosen elite.”83* * *THE FACTORS THAT helped make Brewster and his

circle guardians of equal opportunity came from a combination of privilege and of reaction
against the culture that bestowed it upon them. In later years, it would puzzle observers that

these thoroughly WASPish men were so ambivalent about the class that produced them. But

elements of their contradictory feelings were evident even when they were young.Certainly
Brewster, Bundy, Richardson, and Vance benefited from the advantages they inherited. They

came from the Northeast, the dominant part of the country, and from its leading social class. All

were wealthy white Anglo-Saxon Protestants with reversible names who could trace their
ancestry back to colonial times. They thought of themselves as upper middle class rather than

as truly rich, but they enjoyed every material comfort and grew up with sailing and summer
houses, Irish cooks and servants, Harvard and Yale tutors. Most of their parents had graduated

from college, an unusual distinction given that only about two percent of twenty-three-year-olds
held bachelor’s degrees in the years between 1910 and 1920. (Brewster fell into a statistically

infinitesimal category as the child of two Phi Beta Kappa graduates.)By birth if not by choice,

these young men were members of what Richardson called “one of the smaller minority groups
making up our multicultural society,” although few of their peers would have regarded themselves
in quite that way.84 Nonetheless, it was also the most powerful minority group in the United
States, and bright and ambitious boys of this class had an open path to further advantages and

the possibility of power. Even at a young age, Brewster and his friends were forming a widening
net of associations that would be important to them later on. Their peers looked to them as the

natural leaders of their generation, while influential elders cultivated them and kept track of their

progress. Although they were undeniably able, they also benefited from a limited playing field. In

many areas of American life, the pool of competition for power and rank included only a tiny
fraction of the population, even in activities such as sports. Brewster’s sailing victories, for

example, were achieved at a time when competitive sailing was limited to a small fraternity of

yachtsmen on the East Coast.On one level, the boys’ summer places in and around Cape Cod
were merely the locales where they would sail, swim, and play ball games with other children.
On another, these summer resorts were links in the establishment chain, which traced back to
the movement toward social exclusivity and homogeneity that developed in upper-class circles

after the Civil War.85 So too were the New England preparatory schools they attended,
particularly the exclusive “St. Grottlesex” boarding schools. While their social position gave them

advantages and preparation for leadership, it also handicapped them by isolating them from the

mass of the society in which they would be leaders. They lived in a sort of upper-class bubble

that brought them into contact almost exclusively with other children of similar social standing.
None spent so much as a day in public school. Even before attending the New England boarding
schools, they went to private elementary schools near their homes—with the exception of

Vance, who attended the Institut Sillig in Vevey, Switzerland, before going on to the Kent School

in Connecticut.Their privileged circumstances were not evident to them while they were growing
up; few teenagers spend much time analyzing their place in America’s class structure. If he

thought back on it, though, Brewster would have realized that few depression-era American boys
could take a months-long tour through Europe in 1936–37, as he did. Some measure of his

relative comfort was obvious to McGeorge Bundy when his family lived in Washington, D.C., in

1931 and 1932, and poor people begged for food at their back door.86 But gradually, unlike

previous generations of WASP elites who accepted and upheld their privileges, Brewster and his
circle became uneasy with their class. Part of the reason was the times they were born into. In
1919, when Brewster was born, towns and cities were staging victory parades for the newly

returned veterans from the American Expeditionary Force. Thus he and the others grew up at a
distinctly modern juncture: the United States had been reshaped by its participation in an

overseas war. Although the country retreated from internationalism after the war, even nascent
isolationists like Brewster would come to believe that America’s new role carried responsibilities

that were incompatible with prevailing social arrangements. The depression had also made

many of the older generation’s preoccupations seem irrelevant at best.Subtle differences in
origin, lineage, and wealth that would have been important to previous generations of New

Englanders came to mean little to Brewster and his friends, who tended to dislike those who
valued such distinctions overmuch. Brewster was a Mayflower descendant, but he could do a

biting imitation of Beacon Hill blue bloods who looked down their noses at the provincial city of
Springfield, where he spent his early years. Bundy descended, through his mother’s side, from
the exalted Lowell and Putnam clans, but his father had grown up in Grand Rapids, Michigan. It
didn’t matter that the Bundys had arrived in New England in the seventeenth century. In Boston

society, “Grand Rapids was cheap furniture,” as McGeorge’s mother put it, and Mac grew up

resenting the snubs to which his father had once been subjected.87 Richardson came from the
Lee clan of Brahmins through his mother’s side, but he liked to point out that his Richardson

ancestors had been farmers, and made much of his few (and very distant) Irish ancestral

connections. “Both Kingman and I had an abundance of ancestors,” Bundy later observed, “and

neither of us thought it was very important.”88 Affecting a disdain for genealogical concerns was
a way for these young men to turn the tables on the more pompous members of their class.* *
*HOWEVER LIGHTLY THEY wore their family heritages, it was hard for Brewster and his friends

to escape them, not least because they were saddled with first names commemorating

ancestors who had married into the family generations before. Some commentators later
speculated that the burden of their off-putting names (Kingman, McGeorge, and so forth)
stimulated these men to achievement, but as boys their names simply made them unhappy.

After a teacher called him “Kingston Brewer,” Brewster decided that he wanted to be called

“John.” His family made a diligent effort to do so for about a year, then relapsed into calling him

King. Vance also took refuge from his given name when he was a child, preferring “Bob,” while
Bundy liked his proletarian-sounding nickname, “Mac.” (Bundy’s friend and future brother-in-law,

Gaspard d’Andelot Belin, avoided the awful weight of his given name by adopting the nickname
“Don.”) It is possible that their not-regular-guy names contributed to their shyness as children.

Bundy’s mother once dropped Mac off at another child’s house for a birthday party, and returned
hours later to find him still standing on the doorstep, because his shyness prevented him from

knocking on the door.89 Indeed, Brewster’s timidity, which made it difficult for him to look other
people in the eye, was (like Bundy’s shyness) often interpreted as arrogance.The boys’

alienation from their elders’ sense of entitlement and class consciousness was reinforced by the
predominant influence of their mothers. Sometimes the fathers were absent—Brewster rarely

saw his father in the years after his parents’ divorce, and Vance’s father died while Cyrus was a
boy. More often the fathers were preoccupied with work and emotionally distant from their
children, while the mothers were strong, opinionated women who were interested in molding
their sons. In Richardson’s case, his mother had died in childbirth when he was two, while his

father was disabled by a stroke when he was eleven. The boy was raised by his governess, a
strict Yankee social worker named Marguerite Browne. “She was something else,” he
remembered. “She was a toughie, a strong woman, you’d better believe.”90 In later years,

Richardson would tell friends that many of his values were a projection of his governess’s
indomitable will.91 Vance’s mother was another grande dame, deeply involved in civic and
religious activities, years ahead of her time in outspoken support of women’s and civil rights.92

“She inspired people to serve their communities,” a family member recalled, “and she inspired

her son by example.”93From their mothers the sons acquired a lifelong interest in art, music, and
theater, to which their fathers—even when available—were often indifferent. Political idealism
was a torch passed from the mothers rather than the fathers—although it was a political idealism
that harkened back to pious Puritanism rather than to modern political creeds. “Mother’s sense

of self-righteousness was very deep,” said one of McGeorge Bundy’s sisters, “and so’s Mac’s.
Mother always conveyed to us her profound belief in the clear difference between right and
wrong.… It’s an outlook that descends directly from the Puritans and we all have it. But Mac has

it more than most.”94 Bundy and his mother both found many of the wealthy society people in
their orbit to be boring and narrow-minded.95It was not that their mothers raised them to be
rebels—quite the contrary. They were raised to be polite, obedient, well-mannered, patriotic.

Rather, the fact that these young men were more strongly influenced by their mothers led them
in various ways to break free of the patterns laid down by their fathers. All of them would go on to
careers that were different from their fathers’, sometimes against the older men’s wishes.

Richardson felt that as the son, grandson, and great-grandson of doctors, medicine “seemed
too much like a book I had read before. I wanted something more exciting.”96 As the son and
grandson of lawyers, Bundy had a similar reaction. More generally, their mothers’ influence led

them to question the status quo and the masculine world of inherited tradition.For example, the

fact that they were not preoccupied with fine distinctions between old money and new, or
degrees and gradations of ancestry, helped set them apart from many men of their fathers’

generation. Kingman Brewster Sr. had been an exemplar of the old concern with blood, with his
memberships in the Society of Mayflower Descendants and Sons of the Revolution and his

gloomy eugenicist ruminations on “the rising tide of color.” His son never invoked his background
as a claim of superiority, and indeed he and his peers went out of their way to shed the blatant

prejudices of their fathers’ generation. As Bundy put it, in his mature years he would leave the

room if someone said the sort of things about Jews that he had heard routinely around the family
dinner table when he was growing up.97 Richardson remembered that his de facto mother,
Marguerite Browne, “was not part of the Social Register at all.… She had contempt for snobbery.

And even though she was a person of modest education, no pretensions, no social standing,

and really no friendships of her own, there was no proud member of Boston society who was not
slightly afraid of her—because she just couldn’t stand crap.” Richardson credited her with
ensuring that “I never had the slightest inclination to try to preserve the privileges of the Brahmin

caste.”98To some extent the group’s nontraditional attitudes were also fostered by their

preparatory schools. For many reasons, this may seem surprising. Most of these academies
were modeled on the so-called public schools of England. Like Eton and Harrow, the schools

served as training grounds for a national leadership class. They were so Anglophilic that
students in the “forms” often wrote using British rather than American spelling (as Brewster
continued to do in later years). Their mission was largely to shape the character of their young

charges. They drilled their values into the students through sermons, manly sports, cold baths,
and teachers of high moral character. As Brewster’s friend Paul Moore put it, the private schools

“instilled faith in a god who looked favorably on gentlemen and demanded no shift in social
values from the status quo. This god did demand courage, loyalty, and patriotism.… This religion

had a touch of Calvinism to it, a tendency to believe that worldly success and position were
blessings given to those who deserved them.”99But perhaps most significant, the schools put a
strong emphasis on noblesse oblige. Those blessed with privilege, education, and stature
incurred an obligation to give service and leadership to the community, and to look after the

least fortunate. However, students like Brewster and Bundy who took seriously the oblige of

noblesse later came to feel, with perfect consistency, that the highest responsibility might be to
unsettle the status quo rather than preserve it. While Bundy, for example, never rebelled openly
against the Groton ethos, he emerged as an intellectual, a questioning patriot, and a religious

skeptic. Four years after his graduation, he wrote that “we are taught at an early age to salute the
flag, to be patriotic, and to believe a lot of lies. It is therefore not surprising that when our eyes

are opened, we react rather strongly against the innocent credulity of our childhood.”100* *

*ANOTHER TRADITION THAT exerted a considerable alternative influence during the formative
years of these young men was progressivism, the reformist movement that had flourished in the
early years of the century. Many of the themes of the Progressive Era—the spirit of

antimonopoly, the emphasis on the responsibility of the individual to society (and vice versa), the

belief in the value of trained expertise—were closer to their hearts than the concerns of the New

Deal. Particularly important was the anticorruption, good-government variety of progressivism
that was strong in Massachusetts. The historian Richard Hofstadter, who traced this tradition
back to the Mugwump movement that existed in upper-class northeastern WASP circles in the

late nineteenth century, noted that adherents “flourished … most conspicuously around Boston,
a center of seasoned wealth and seasoned conscience.”101At the turn of the twentieth century,
upper-class Boston progressives had wrestled with the populist leader James Michael Curley;

their descendants were wrestling with him still in the 1930s and beyond. The notoriously corrupt
Curley, tribune of Irish-American resentment against the Brahmin elite, was four-time Boston

mayor and governor of Massachusetts from 1935 to 1937. Richardson’s uncle Henry Lee

Shattuck, who struggled against Curley across five decades, put up $35,000 of his own money
for the private investigation that led to the roguish politician’s imprisonment for fraud.102 Curley

was a major negative example for the young patrician scions who were in preparatory school in
those years; Brewster could do an excellent Curley imitation. The bad government of Curley and
his cohorts helped keep the good-government movement strong as Mugwumpism broadened
into progressivism in the early twentieth century. Richardson remembered that “the tradition that

I was conscious of was progressive in the Bull Moose sense, and reform-oriented in the

muckraker sense.”103 Brewster, Bundy, and Richardson were all identifiably in this line of uppercrust Yankee reformers.Each of the boys in Brewster’s circle also had as a mentor a close family

friend who belonged to the older generation of progressives. In Brewster’s case he was ACLU
founder Roger Baldwin; for Bundy, the eminent public servant Henry Stimson; for Vance, his

guardian, the well-known lawyer and politician John W. Davis; and for Richardson, Henry
Shattuck, longtime treasurer of Harvard and a prominent Boston politician and philanthropist.
These men impressed upon their protégés different angles of the progressive tradition. More

important, they were role models and inspirations for Brewster and his peers, and provided them

with entree into the networks of individuals who would shape the times.Richardson’s mentor
Shattuck, for example, was a progressive Republican (and a cousin of Theodore Roosevelt’s

first wife, Alice Lee). Known for his absolute integrity, he was a leader of the good-government

forces in Boston.104 Unlike many of the “goo-goos,” however, he was not prejudiced against the

Irish, and became friends with many of his Irish-American colleagues. While he was a shy and
somewhat chilly man, “he had no side,” Richardson remembered. “You don’t hear that term any

more, but it conveyed a disinclination to distinguish among people on the basis of background,
rank, or wealth.”105 Shattuck helped his nephew become a progressive Republican politician

and paragon of rectitude, who could attain public office in part because he was not hampered by
Brahmin prejudices. “I simply patterned myself on him,” Richardson recalled.106 In later years,

Richardson would write to his uncle of his gratitude for “the constant guidance, affection, and
support you have always given me. You also give me, by precept and by example, much to live
up to, and for all this the only return I can make is to do my best. That I will do.”107Henry

Stimson, on the other hand, gave McGeorge Bundy a vision of a patrician public servant

operating behind the scenes. Scion of one of New York’s ruling families, Stimson was a Yale
College and Harvard law graduate, and a law partner of Brewster’s uncle by marriage, Arthur

Ballantine. Secretary of war under William Howard Taft and secretary of state under Herbert
Hoover, Stimson was, as the journalist David Halberstam emphasized, a living link to the

tradition of Teddy Roosevelt: “an aristocracy come to power, convinced of its own disinterested
quality, believing itself above both petty partisan interest and material greed.”108 He had been

an intimate friend of the Bundy family since McGeorge’s father became his assistant secretary
of state in 1931. Mac and his brother William were raised to look upon America’s responsibilities
in the world from an internationalist, Stimsonian perspective. After World War II, Mac would
serve as Stimson’s amanuensis in coauthoring his autobiography. Stimson personified

establishment ideals of bipartisanship, pragmatism, sound judgment, trustworthiness, and the

mature wisdom that his disciple John McCloy called gravitas. His example of dedicated,
disinterested public service was a model for many people, Brewster and Richardson included,
but his ideas also had an impact. Calling himself a “progressive conservative,” he advocated Bull

Moose policies of enlightened reform at home and interventionism in the service of enlightened
reform abroad. Stimson’s influence helped make Bundy a dedicated proponent of preparedness
and intervention in the late 1930s and early 1940s and had much to with his later decisions on
American involvement in Vietnam.Vance was mentored by his guardian, “Uncle” John W. Davis

(actually an older cousin), a famous lawyer and politician who stood in loco parentis to him after
his father died. Davis began his career as a member of Congress from West Virginia (Vance’s
father was his first campaign manager), then served as solicitor general and ambassador to

Britain under Woodrow Wilson. He ran for president as the Democratic nominee in 1924, with
Franklin D. Roosevelt as his running mate, losing to Calvin Coolidge. Head of the prominent Wall

Street firm Davis, Polk and Wardwell and counsel to J. P. Morgan, Davis argued more cases
before the Supreme Court than any lawyer since Daniel Webster. As president of the American
Bar Association, the English-Speaking Union, and the Council on Foreign Relations, a member

of nine gentleman’s clubs, and an intimate of the most prominent men in New York and
Washington, Davis could fairly have been considered the chairman of the establishment, if the

term had existed then. He gave his younger cousin connections and a window into power, and
Vance imitated Davis’s elegance and quiet authority. Some of Vance’s happiest times as a boy

were spent roaming Davis’s extensive library at his Locust Valley, Long Island, estate and being

tutored by him in law and politics.109 Vance inherited his mentor’s Democratic affiliation, but of a

moderate, progressive variety that easily coexisted with the liberal Republicanism of many of his
friends.Roger Baldwin’s influence on Brewster was important but more difficult to delineate, as

Baldwin was hard to classify. Dwight Macdonald wrote that “Baldwin has been, successively or
even at times simultaneously, a Boston conservative, a liberalistic social worker, a philosophical

anarchist, a pacifist, a Soviet sympathizer, a semi-demi-hemi-Marxist, a conservative liberal, and

a liberal conservative.”110 Yet he could perhaps be most accurately described as a pragmatic

reformer. Baldwin was born in 1885 in Boston, the son of two Mayflower descendants. His

grandfather William H. Baldwin was a Unitarian, an abolitionist, and a wealthy merchant whose
circle of friends included Longfellow, Thoreau, Emerson, Oliver Wendell Holmes, and Phillips

Brooks. As Macdonald observed, Baldwin “was born into the great New England tradition which
blended culture, individualism, and social reform,” a tradition that was still a palpable presence at

Harvard when Baldwin was an undergraduate there in the early years of the twentieth
century.111In the spring of 1917, Baldwin was invited to take over the American Union Against
Militarism, an organization established two years earlier to help keep the United States out of the

European war. With the eruption of civil liberties violations that followed the American
declaration of war, the AUAM established a subsidiary organization that Baldwin, Norman
Thomas (then a Presbyterian minister), and a Quaker lawyer subsequently developed into the
American Civil Liberties Union, with Baldwin as director. The ACLU soon “became the principal

and often the only defender of wartime civil liberties.”112 The organization defended political
dissent during the Red Scare of 1919–21, academic freedom in the famous Scopes trial of 1925,

and a myriad of unpopular causes in the following years.Like most of Brewster’s heroes, Baldwin
was a courageous, charismatic, independent reformer. And while Baldwin flirted with radical

politics, he was operationally conservative. “Power and success have always attracted him,”
wrote Macdonald. “An operator by instinct, he shies away from reflection, moral or intellectual,

and seeks out the levers of power—and those who control them.… His viewpoint is pragmatic—
not so much ‘Is it right?’ as ‘Will it work?’”113 Baldwin deviated from his upper-class origins to

espouse the cause of the less fortunate, yet never renounced his own background. He was not
truly egalitarian, nor was civil liberties a radical new cause, based as it was on the Bill of Rights
and ideals grounded in American (especially New England) history. Brewster emphasized these

points to a Yale audience in 1969 when the university presented Baldwin with an honorary
degree. “In your life,” Brewster told his old mentor, “Tom Paine and Henry Thoreau have lived
again.”114Perhaps Baldwin’s most important lessons for Brewster were, first, the belief that

society was strengthened rather than weakened by the troublesome agitator, although Baldwin

stressed that activism was gradual and required patience. Second, Baldwin argued that change
—even far-reaching change—could be achieved within the system, even if some elements of the
system needed reform. Despite his radical ideas, Baldwin said, “I always acted like a liberal,”

conducting his fights through the courts and the legal process.115Baldwin had raged at his
Harvard classmates in the 1930s. “They were so smug,” he remembered. “I was mad at those

upper-class boys who said to me whenever I got together with them at a class reunion, ‘We don’t

want to change things; we like it the way it is.’”116 For many of Brewster’s generation, the
depression made such an attitude untenable: the established order seemed destined for the

dustbin of history. But outside of the Roosevelt family, much of Brewster Sr.’s generation seemed

paralyzed in the 1930s. “Many of the men I know today are only feeble reflections of my father
and his friends,” mused the Brahmin protagonist of John P. Marquand’s 1937 bestseller, The

Late George Apley. “Most of us have obeyed the older generation so implicitly that now they are
gone there is nothing left but to continue in the pattern they have laid down for us.”117 Kingman

Sr.’s paranoid racism, extreme anticommunism, and unbridled hatred of Franklin Roosevelt

reflected an entire class’s inability to cope with drastic change.Some members of Kingman Jr.’s

generation adopted the reactionary outlook of their fathers. Others turned against their class and
toward communism and other radical philosophies. But Brewster and his cohorts in the liberal
establishment would seek to change in order to preserve, in FDR’s well-known formulation.

Brewster would bring a highly critical spirit to this mission of social reform, however, which would

first become apparent during his college years at Yale.2BRIGHT COLLEGE YEARSON THE
evening of September 29, 1937, Kingman Brewster and the other incoming freshmen in the Yale
College Class of 1941 joined with the upperclassmen for the traditional freshman parade. Led by

torchbearers, varsity athletes in white turtleneck sweaters, and a band playing Yale fight songs,
the mass of students undulated slowly and serpentlike across the Old Campus. They passed
Connecticut Hall, an ancient ivy-covered building that was once the dormitory of Revolutionary
War spy Nathan Hale, Class of 1773, whose statue stood outside. They crossed under the

shadow of Harkness Tower, a massive Gothic spire that looked medieval but had been built with

Rockefeller oil money only two decades earlier. They poured through the university’s war
memorial, inscribed with the names of Yale men killed in American wars—including the 227 who
fell in the Great War less than twenty years before. Finally, the exuberant procession convened in
the Woolsey Hall auditorium, where, according to custom, they were addressed by the most

prominent members of the senior class. Football captain (and Heisman Trophy winner) Clint
Frank pitched athletics. Yale Daily News chairman R. Sargent Shriver Jr. exhorted them to

extracurricular activity. The freshmen sang the college anthem “Bright College Years,” with its

rousing last line, “For God, for country, and for Yale.” They did not sing it ironically.The freshmen
also welcomed incoming president Charles Seymour, who had been elected in the spring of

1937. “Mr. Seymour,” sophomore McGeorge Bundy commented acerbically in the campus
newspaper, “is a Yale man born of Yale men and positively soused in Yale traditions.”1 The

university’s deeply conservative fifteenth president was a descendant of other Yale presidents
and a member of the Skull and Bones secret society. With his bland, regular features, silver hair,

and clipped mustache, he looked like an advertising executive’s ideal of a college president. In
his address, Seymour declared his responsibility to be “the preservation at Yale of spiritual

values that have come down from long generations of Yale men.” It was the existence of “certain
intangibles, peculiar to Yale,” he said, that made the place “distinctive, different from other

universities.… They defy definition. The magic of the spirit of Elihu works in wondrous ways and
cannot be explained in rational terms.”2Kingman Brewster and most of the other freshmen who

wildly applauded had already been indoctrinated in the Yale spirit by Owen Johnson’s great
college novel, Stover at Yale. Published in 1911, the novel cemented Yale’s all-American

reputation as “a college where you stand on your own feet, all square to the wind,” as one
character puts it. In that era it was a school whose low tuition, devoted teachers, and legendary

football teams drew boys from all parts of the country and all walks of life.3 Eastern swells had
no guarantee of success, and poor midwesterners might prosper. Indeed, one of the reasons

that Brewster was among the entering class that night, according to his sister, was that “the

Stover at Yale image may have appealed to him.”4 Near the start of the novel, Johnson’s hero,

Dink Stover, who struggled up from a “ridiculous beginning,” pauses at the entrance to the Old

Campus on his first night as a freshman. As he stands underneath the echoing arch of Phelps

Gate, he looks forward to “four glorious years, good times, good fellows and a free and open
fight to be among the leaders and leave a name on the roll of fame.”5 Brewster looked forward to

a similar prospect.Stover came to Yale because, he says in the novel, “It’s the one place where
money makes no difference, where you stand for what you are.”6 F. Scott Fitzgerald poetically

compared the more aristocratic Princeton to a lazy spring day, whereas Yale was “November,
crisp and energetic.”7 Unlike Harvard and Princeton, where blood and wealth were the main

determinants of social success—and unlike many other universities, where success depended
on campus politics—Yale provided students with the opportunity to rise to prominence by “doing
something for Yale,” through leadership in campus organizations and activities. Those successful
would be rewarded with a tap, at the end of junior year, from one of the secret senior societies

such as Skull and Bones, Scroll and Key, and Wolf’s Head, each with its forbidding windowless
clubhouse, or “tomb.” Yale was a place that appealed to America’s Horatio Alger mythology, the

idea that anyone might make it to the top. And the campus mythology also strongly suggested
that since Yale reflected America more than any other school, those who became leaders at Yale
would someday lead the nation.Of course, many things had changed at Yale since the early
1900s. There were 859 young men in Brewster’s class, as compared to fewer than 300 in
Seymour’s entering Class of 1908. Although Seymour waxed nostalgic, in his Woolsey Hall

address, about having been tortured by sophomores who dropped hot pennies down his shirt,
the rivalries between classes were largely a thing of the past. By 1937, Phelps Gate, where
Stover stops on his first night to drink in the scene, was still the entrance to the campus, but the
old lantern-lit dormitories of “Brick Row” that he looks out on had been pulled down. Only the

venerable Connecticut Hall, built in 1753, survived. Most upperclassmen now lived in the nine
new Oxbridge-inspired residential colleges, intimate Gothic and Georgian quadrangles that

turned their backs on the shabby industrial city of New Haven. Seymour’s predecessor, James
Rowland Angell, had transformed the institution into a full-fledged university in the 1920s and

1930s, adding many buildings, increasing the faculty, and expanding the law, medical, graduate,

and divinity schools. For the undergraduates, however, Yale College was still the center of life
and loyalty.At the turn of the century, Yale had also been a comparatively plain and

unostentatious place, where undergraduates lived in spare buildings like Connecticut Hall and

the main source of entertainment was lingering to sing and smoke on the old Fence. When the
Class of 1941 arrived in New Haven, however, its character was distinctly more monied and

aristocratic: “We knew we were the elite of the country,” as one of Brewster’s classmates put
it.8Circumstantial evidence to support this proposition could be found in any issue of the Yale
campus newspaper, which, throughout the depression, carried ads for velvet-collared

Chesterfield coats, new Packard automobiles, New York custom tailors, and holiday vacations

on the slopes of Sun Valley and the beaches of Cuba. Every Friday the paper carried a
Metropolitan Weekend feature listing the entertainment at the big Manhattan hotels and clubs

like the Stork and “21.” Brewster realized that these luxuries were far from typical during the
depression, when undergraduates walked past grown men selling apples in the New Haven
streets. He often cited the statistic that the average Yale student would spend more in nine

months than two-thirds of America’s families would earn in a year.9Even Yale’s architecture, a
blend of older brick buildings and lavish new Gothic and Georgian castles, was testament to the

university’s increasingly elevated place in the social structure. The funds to put up the more
recent buildings had come from the Rockefeller fortune and other pools of money that trickled

down from Gilded Age industrial wealth. Visually, Yale was a blend of what philosopher George
Santayana called “polite America”—the traditional Eastern Seaboard aristocracy—and the
“crude but vital America” of self-made magnates.10 The new urbanized, industrial elite looked to

the old, prestigious colleges as a way to announce that they and their sons had arrived and to
distinguish themselves socially from the waves of immigrants flooding into the cities.11 By
accepting the “crude but vital America” into Yale, the college helped forge the high-status

traditional authority of New England and the upstart industrial wealth of New York into a national
establishment.By the late 1930s, Yale’s position in the social firmament was secure. “Yale

students, as a whole, are rich,” one undergraduate commented. “Their families are rich and

represent the economic royalists of America.” He went on to point out that three-quarters of

Yale’s students had attended preparatory schools, where a year’s tuition exceeded the country’s

average annual family income.12 A disproportionate number came from a very few schools.
More than ten percent of the class came from the Phillips Academy at Andover; Hotchkiss
School graduates accounted for another five percent. One-quarter of the class came from five
prep schools (Andover, Hotchkiss, Exeter, Taft, and Choate)—about the same number as all of

Yale’s high school students combined. Most students came from states from which Yale
traditionally had drawn: Connecticut, New York, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and
Ohio. Yale admitted only thirty-two high school students from the rest of the country. The class

contained not a single African-American, and the only members who might be considered

remotely ethnic were one Filipino and two Armenians. The class had perhaps a ten percent

Jewish enrollment and a five percent Catholic enrollment, but many of the Jewish and Catholic

students were poor, local high school graduates who lived at home and played a marginal role in
the college.In short, Yale’s perception of itself as a truly national, democratic institution rested on

shaky grounds. To what extent could Yale claim to be tapping the talent of Minnesota, for
example, if it admitted mainly the scions of prominent Minneapolis–Saint Paul families who

attended eastern boarding schools? To what extent could it claim to be producing leaders for all
the nation if its graduates were almost entirely well-to-do WASP males?Further, the university
was not becoming more democratic or more representative over time. A comparison of the Class

of 1941 with the Class of 1916 confirms that the college was, rather, becoming more elite. In the
intervening years, the percentage of high school students at Yale dwindled, as did the numbers

of foreign-born students and non-WASP Americans. The Class of ’16, for example, had included
five African-Americans, three Chinese, two Armenians, two Turks, a Brazilian, and a German
(who left Yale midway through sophomore year to fight for the Fatherland).It is also likely that
there were fewer students from poor or working-class backgrounds in the Class of ’41 than there

had been twenty-five years earlier. Many students in the Class of 1916 were the sons of farmers,
carpenters, cabinetmakers, sheet-metal workers, master mechanics, pattern makers,

blacksmiths, and foremen from such Connecticut firms as the Singer Manufacturing Company in

Bridgeport, the Malleable Iron Fittings Company in Branford, the Birmingham Iron Foundry in

Derby, and the Winchester Repeating Arms Company in New Haven. Only a quarter of the
fathers of students in the Class of 1916 yearbook had been to college, compared with almost

three-quarters of the fathers of students in the Class of 1941. (One-fourth of the ’41 students had

fathers who had also attended graduate and professional schools, and about one-sixth had
mothers who attended college, as against less than one percent in the Class of 1916.)Most

strikingly, the percentage of students whose fathers had attended Yale College had soared. Over
thirty percent of the Class of 1941 were following in their fathers’ footsteps, almost treble the

percentage of only twenty-five years before. When the number of Yale grandfathers, uncles, and
older brothers is taken into account, over half the Class of 1941 had a male relative who
preceded them as undergraduates. Almost a third of the Class of ’41 came with a “Jr.” or a

number after their names, proclaiming each scion the second, third, fourth, or fifth of his line. An

aura of inherited privilege hovered more heavily over Yale in the late 1930s and early 1940s than
it had perhaps since the Revolution. The Yale that greeted Kingman Brewster was not the free
and open place that Dink Stover would have recognized.What had brought about the move

toward greater privilege in general, and more legacies in particular? One element was certainly

the depression, which made it more difficult for less-than-wealthy parents to afford to send their

sons to private colleges such as Yale. Another, more specific explanation was the decline of the

Sheffield Scientific School, a separate, scientifically oriented division within Yale College.
(“Sheff” had attracted poor boys with its easier entrance requirements, low fees, practical
curriculum, and three-year Ph.B. degree.) Most important, however, was the administration’s

decision in the 1920s to limit the number of students in each class, the secret aim of which was

to restrict the number of Jewish undergraduates.Yale’s decision came a year after Harvard
announced that it would curb the number of Jews in order to preserve the “traditional character”

of the college. After Harvard’s policy unleashed a storm of negative publicity, Yale was forced to

deny that its restrictions were explicitly designed to be prejudicial—although many outside the
university wondered why it continued to ask for every applicant’s mother’s maiden name. In truth,
the admissions committee relied on a straightforward Jewish quota system similar to those

imposed during the 1920s by Columbia, Princeton, Dartmouth, New York University, and virtually

every other private eastern college. These policies reflected the turn toward nativism and antiSemitism, which spread throughout the United States in the early twentieth century as millions of
Jews and other immigrants from eastern and southern Europe concentrated in the cities. Yale’s

policy favoring the admission of the sons of its graduates was, in its way, a counterpart to the
immigration restrictions of the 1920s, which institutionalized a national preference for immigrants
of Anglo-Saxon and northern European stock.Anti-Semitic policies adopted at Yale and

elsewhere underscored the fact that the purpose of the eastern colleges was not merely to
provide education, or to produce leaders, but to preserve the culture of the WASP upper class.

In this view, Yale was a repository of the values and standards of the establishment—“an
ancestral vault in which ancient ideals were kept safe from rot and rust,” as one observer put it—
and a link in the cycle through which that establishment reproduced itself.13 Through its
admissions decisions, Yale had, in effect, put culture ahead of merit.Judge Learned Hand, who
later became a hero to Brewster and a mentor to Elliot Richardson, was a critic of Harvard’s

Jewish quota. He wrote that “a college may gather together men of a common tradition, or it may
put its faith in learning.”14 There was no doubt about which side of that question Yale came

down on. By the time Brewster arrived on campus, the college’s recruiters visited only the few

schools and cities that historically had sent many students to New Haven. Yale’s historian wrote
that “as the University did not feel it should proselyte for students, the Admissions officers made
it a policy to go only where invited and to speak only with those students in each school who had

already expressed an interest in coming to Yale.”15At the same time, Harvard was moving in a
different direction. While Yale grew increasingly homogeneous, Harvard’s president, James

Bryant Conant, inaugurated in 1933, was attempting to throw off discriminatory policies by
creating the Harvard National Scholarships to attract the best students particularly from regions

such as the Midwest and the South, where Harvard’s draw historically had been weak. Assistant

Dean Henry Chauncey began a search for gifted students with deficient preparation or

insufficient means, students who might not have been able to attend any college at all, let alone
Harvard.16 The Harvard National Scholarships covered full financial need, obviating the “badge

of poverty” jobs, like table-waiting, that scholarship students had traditionally held. The winners

excelled, both within and outside the classroom. Their numbers included future eminences such
as James Tobin, the Nobel Prize–winning economist, and Caspar Weinberger, secretary of
defense under Ronald Reagan.17 Ultimately this effort enabled Harvard to become a truly

national university, as opposed to the culture-bound New England institution it had been for
three hundred years. Conant also attempted to lure internationally known, interdisciplinary
scholars to Cambridge, while Yale continued to draw most of its faculty from the ranks of its own
graduates. This practice led Time magazine to observe that “Yale is a dynasty, perhaps the most

inbred of all the ivy-league colleges.”18Many observers worried about the effect of
discriminatory college admissions on the life of the nation. William Benton, co-creator (with
fellow Yale graduate Chester Bowles) of the advertising agency Benton & Bowles, argued that

admissions discrimination at “our great eastern colleges or universities” had the curious effect of

transferring entrepreneurial aspirations to despised outsiders. While the college graduates went
off to large banks, law firms, or industry, “The people who are starting businesses in America

today are the Argentines, the Portuguese and the Greeks, the Irish, the Italians, the Armenians

and the Poles. Why? One reason is that they are compelled to. The big, established business
and financial houses discriminate against them because they talk with an accent or rub the
salad bowl with garlic.”19In the 1930s few Americans believed that an inevitable movement

toward greater social mobility was taking place. Any such efforts would depend on how leaders
and institutions sided in the struggle between merit and culture. The battle lines were not clearly

drawn, however, even within individual institutions. It was difficult for Yale undergraduates like
Kingman Brewster to see the problem clearly, let alone make a thoroughgoing structural critique.

They were products of the WASP culture that Yale celebrated, both inside the classroom and

beyond, and there was much in the culture that they found valuable. Still, even as they enjoyed
Yale, there was something about the university that troubled them.* * *WHEN HE ARRIVED in
New Haven, Brewster settled into his room in Dur-fee Hall, one of the Victorian Gothic
dormitories that looked out over the elm trees and flagstone paths crossing the grass of the Old

Campus. A week after the freshman parade, Brewster watched still another parade cross the
campus, this time for Seymour’s inauguration as president. The governor of Connecticut, Wilbur
Cross, walked with Seymour behind the emblematic silver mace and presided over the

ceremonies. A flinty Connecticut Yankee, Cross had once been dean of the Yale Graduate
School. The opening prayer was delivered by Henry Sloane Coffin, whose nephew, William

Sloane Coffin Jr., would deliver the opening prayer at Brewster’s inauguration twenty-seven

years later.Brewster’s freshman ambitions, of course, were directed more toward making friends

than becoming Yale president. There were only two other graduates from Belmont Hill at Yale
when Brewster arrived (as compared with more than three hundred from a prominent feeder

school like Andover), so Brewster’s social network was relatively small. He met students at the
Commons, the cavernous hall where all freshmen took meals and commiserated over the food.

He was a member of the Yale Political Union (a debating society modeled after the Oxford
Union), set up several years earlier by his Vineyard Haven neighbor, history professor Whitney
Griswold, and a small group of students and other faculty.20 Brewster described the group as an

ideal setting for “a lot of scrappy undergraduates who enjoy[ed] the formality of public argument
with each other.”21 He was also a member of the University Debating Association, and won the
Freshman Debating Prize in the spring of 1938. A good deal of time during his first year was

devoted to going out on the town, a foolproof way of getting acquainted.One of the first people
Brewster sought out was his sometime debating opponent McGeorge Bundy, the top student in
the sophomore class, whom many freshmen already knew by reputation as the brightest boy to

enter Yale since Jonathan Edwards in the Class of 1712. Brewster also made friends with Mac’s
brother Bill, whose grades were almost as high and who had become one of the big men in the

junior class by skating, debating, writing, and fraternizing his way to undergraduate glory. Mac

Bundy and Brewster became extremely close at Yale, even “across the class line,” as Bundy

remembered, “which was still a line in those days, but not a thick one.”22Although he was not as
conspicuously brilliant a scholar-activist as the Bundy brothers, Brewster fit his own

characterization of “Bill and Mac as examples … of people who did not have to make a choice

as to whether they would be scholars or activists, but could find themselves honored in both
camps, and in fact more honored in each camp because they had a foot in the other.”23
Academically, Brewster performed well if unevenly. His mother awarded him a car for staying on

the dean’s list, but this academic recognition was not much of an honor at a time when the list
included almost half the student body.24Brewster described himself, as a young man, as “about

six feet tall, good health but no athlete. Am somewhat lazy and given to procrastination when I
am not fired with a cause or given a definite responsibility, in which case I am not a bad worker. I
like responsibility. I like people, especially in relation to their ideas. Am slightly self-conscious
and solemn, though the latter is more apparent than real.”25 Brewster’s classmates thought him

an impressive figure: tall, well dressed, with wavy dark hair, “handsome but not flashily goodlooking.”26 “More mature”27 than many of his peers (partly the result, perhaps, of his year off

between school and college), Brewster struck them as “a very serious-minded young man who
from the beginning had definite thoughts in mind about his career.”28 And yet he was not at all

dry or pompous. He loved parties, and would exclaim before a dance, “Let’s shave only one
cheek tonight—the cheek-to-cheek side.”29 He liked to argue and tease, winning over his

opponents with a sort of rumpled charm. One roommate jokingly praised his “disorderly chaotic
habits” and “delight in argument and strife.”30Friends spoke of his exuberance, humor, and wry

sense of self-deprecation. They were also impressed by his intelligence. “He had a hell of a

brain,” one recalled. “He was always up there in the stratosphere with guys like Mac Bundy and
the deeper thinkers.”31 Many faculty members, too, were taken by Brewster’s brilliance,

particularly Whit Griswold, who thought him perhaps the brightest undergraduate he had
taught.32 Brewster impressed several other younger faculty members, including Richard Bissell
Jr.,

Max

Millikan,

and

August

Heckscher,

all

of

whom

were

Yale

graduates

themselves.Heckscher, former chairman of the campus newspaper, encouraged Brewster to

join. Brewster needed little coaxing, given his interest in politics and journalism and the fact that
the newspaper was among the campus’s most powerful organizations. Sargent Shriver had told

the freshmen at Woolsey Hall that “the News ran the University,” as one of Brewster’s classmates

put it, and if students wanted to get behind the scenes, they had better try out for it.33 The News
was housed in a palatial Gothic structure at the end of Fraternity Row, a gift of Henry Luce, Class
of ’24 and the cofounder of Time magazine. In the second semester of his freshman year,

Brewster entered the bowels of the building to take part in the grueling eight-week competition
for the editorship positions on the “O.C.D.,” as insiders called it (for “Oldest College Daily”).

“Heelers” spent sixty or more hours a week—essentially all their nonclassroom waking hours—
writing copy, selling ads, proofreading, running errands for the editors, and trekking to and from

the printers, hours after midnight.In the week that Brewster began the heel, the paper carried its
first column by McGeorge Bundy. Mac had refused to heel the News, “out of some sort of feeling
of intellectual snobbery, I guess.”34 But because of his ability, charm, and connections—Bill was

vice chairman—he was allowed to write for the paper anyway. In the column Bundy impishly

referred to his special status by describing himself as “a parasite upon the body journalistic.” He

advised freshmen that “those of you who wish to build for yourselves a campus career can do no
better than to start with the News. You will meet the right people and get the opportunity, at least,

to make your mark.” But, he warned, “you may also lose your soul”—by which he meant that the
heelers, like other Yale men lured by extracurriculars, might forget that college was for getting an
education.35Brewster was not deterred, and he did not abandon his studies or restrict himself to

the News. Yale’s social life never stopped, and he gladly took part. On football Saturdays, most

undergraduates rode out to the Yale Bowl in old-fashioned yellow streetcars that ran along

Chapel Street, pitching pennies to local children who ran alongside the cars. Spring brought

prom and Derby Day, an invasion of a nearby town where crew races were held on the river.
Fraternities held frequent parties. Upperclassmen ventured to women’s colleges—although
freshmen, forbidden to keep cars, more often sought women close to home. Some hit New

Haven dives like the Knickerbocker to pick up prostitutes and get in fights with townies. Most

students’ entertainment was more innocent. There were four first-run movie theaters in town,
and Broadway-bound plays had their openings (and sometimes closings) at the Schubert
Theater.Brewster entered college only three and a half years after the end of Prohibition.

Although the raccoon coat craze of the 1920s had faded, the frantic alcohol consumption of that
era had not. Elliot Richardson, while a Harvard undergraduate, had an encounter with what he

called “a rum punch that concealed its potency until too late,” ran over a traffic island, and lost

his license for a year.36 In his freshman year Brewster met his classmate Paul Moore Jr. at a
party where they both drank too many Cuba Libres. “The political significance of the name

completely escaped us,” Moore remembered.37Moore came from an Old Blue family, who
considered their most valuable possession to be the 1769 Yale degree of one of their ancestors.

He knew plenty of Yale people through family connections; his father had been one of Charles
Seymour’s classmates, and he was friends with many undergraduates from his childhood
summers on Massachusetts’s North Shore. Moore and McGeorge Bundy went to the same day

camp on the North Shore, “and since we both despised baseball, we were sent to the outfield,
where we would crack jokes and hope that no one would hit the ball our way.”38 Unlike Bundy
and Brewster, Moore was truly wealthy; his grandfather had helped to found several prominent
companies, including the National Biscuit Company, the American Can Company, Banker’s

Trust, and the Lackawanna Railroad. His family owned lavish homes in New Jersey and Palm
Beach. He grew up without having to think about the depression or questions of wealth and
poverty. Some indication of the kind of man he would become, however, occurred on a rare
encounter with poverty. Riding in his grandmother’s custom-built Rolls-Royce past disheveled
men on a Hoboken breadline, Moore threw himself to the limousine’s carpeted floor to hide in

shame.39Coming to New Haven from the St. Paul’s School, Moore fell in easily with a sociable,

preppy crowd. He was tapped for the Haunt Club, an organization whose sole purpose was to

throw all-day drinking bashes in the countryside twice a year. He recalled that “the criterion by
which one was elected to this elite group was quite simple: you had to be able to drink a lot.”40
Driving back from the club’s fall gathering, still sloshing with milk punch and champagne, Moore

and some friends were arrested after stealing a parking sign. They spent the night in jail, singing
Christmas carols to the inmates, until they were bailed out by their clothier, a stout man named J.

Press.His money, background, and sociability eased Moore into the Fence Club, the most
exclusive of Yale’s fraternities and watering hole for most of the “hearty” prep school set. But he

knew that the merely social student would not gain a reputation; he also had to “do something”
for the university. So Moore tried out for the prestigious position of football manager, a job that

involved picking up sweaty clothes and soiled towels for the players. Students competed to do

this dirty work only because the football manager invariably received a secret society tap. Moore

had better luck on the crew team, where his height and skinniness counted. He spent the fall

rowing through the murky New Haven harbor, the winter laboring in the smelly gymnasium, and
the spring evading ice floes in the Housatonic River, to the accompaniment of profane abuse

from the crew coach. As he suffered through the spartan training regimen, Moore (who was
already interested in theology) sensed a connection between Yale’s strenuous success ethic

and the harsh doctrines of the college’s Puritan founders. Moore preferred the AngloCatholicism of Christ Church, where students and faculty reveled in the incense and Gregorian

chants of High Mass and took inspiration from the Church of England priests who ministered to
the London dockland slums.41Cyrus Vance, one of the big men in the Class of 1939, preceded

Moore in the Haunt Club and was a member of the Mohicans, another drinking club disbanded

after one too many episodes involving excessive consumption of firewater. By the time Vance
was in college, his mother had moved back to Clarksburg, and Vance would return to West

Virginia on holidays. To the Yale students of that era, this made Vance positively exotic; most had

traveled to Europe many times over, but few if any had been to West Virginia. He was a
cheerleader (an indication of his popularity), a Fence Club initiate, and defenseman on the

varsity ice hockey team. On the ice his gangly appearance and sprawling limbs earned him the

nickname Spider. Bill Bundy, who was goalie for the team, remembered that Vance was “not a
gifted hockey player, but he worked hard and became a first-stringer.”42 While playing hockey,
Vance incurred the back injury that would plague him for much of his career. Unusually for one of

the hearty set, he had a deep interest in politics and international affairs that traced back to the

influence of his “uncle” John W. Davis. His affinity for politics led to friendships with many of the
News editors in his class, including Bill Bundy (another rare undergraduate Democrat), William
Scranton, Don Belin, Thaddeus (Ted) Beal, and Stanley Resor. Like Paul Moore, Vance had a

strong religious and idealistic side. During his college summers he volunteered, with several
other Yale students, at the Grenfell mission in Labrador, a muscular Christian outfit that operated

schools, clinics, and craft centers for impoverished residents of the Northwest River region. He

seriously considered becoming an Episcopalian priest, but decided, in the end, that he could be

of greater service by studying law.43* * *AT THE START of his sophomore year, Brewster
joined the newest residential college, Timothy Dwight (usually called “T.D.”), when it opened in

the fall of 1938. For those who could afford to live on campus, life within the colleges was
gracious and even luxurious. Overcrowding was nonexistent. Two students shared a suite that, in

the fullness of time, would house four or more. Maids kept the rooms in order and made the
beds. The residential college dining halls featured white linen tablecloths, silverware and china

bearing the colleges’ insignia, fresh flowers in place settings, printed menus, and waitress

service, all of which created an atmosphere that one observer called “midway between that of
an Oxford hall and an American club.”44 Each college had its own library, common rooms, game

rooms, squash courts, and a variety of activity centers employed as darkrooms, exercise rooms,
small theaters, printing or woodworking shops, music rooms, and so on. The college populations

were small enough for students to get to know each other, and for the handful of faculty fellows

to form social and intellectual bonds of their own.Never again would the life of the residential
colleges be conducted in quite the same style as it was before World War II. In December of his

sophomore year, for example, Brewster and the other students joined Timothy Dwight master
James Grafton Rogers, the fellows, and their families for the college’s first Christmas dinner.

With the college bells ringing outside, the formally dressed Prexies (as T.D. students were
called) filed into the dining hall and took their places at an eighty-foot-long table decorated in

holiday style. The faux-Gothic hall, with its exposed beams, wrought-iron detailing, and

plastered walls, was illuminated by hundreds of candles and a yule log blazing in a great
fireplace. A fanfare rang through the hall and a trumpeter dressed in a beefeater’s uniform

appeared. He marched around the table, trailed by an attendant in medieval costume who
carried a large set of keys. Next came a dozen followers, also in medieval attire, each carrying an

armful of wine bottles. After the wine was poured, toasts were made, and the waitresses entered
in procession, dressed in red and green with hairpieces made of holly. The first carried a silver

tray upon which sat a whole suckling pig with an apple in its mouth; others held aloft trays
bearing ham, turkey, and a plum pudding alight with flaming brandy. After dinner, Santa Claus

entered the hall to musical accompaniment and distributed presents. Rogers wished the college
members a merry Christmas, and the festivities ended with everyone singing the school’s
anthem, “Bright College Years.”45The elegance and élan of such events augmented the sense

of kinship existing among the members, some of whom, after all, had known each other most of

their lives. The concept of the “Yale family” was not mere rhetoric—not, at any rate, for those who

were at the center rather than the margins of college life. Before the war, undergraduates were
sure that the friendships between students, and even between students and many faculty
members, were made possible by their shared backgrounds and understanding. Brad
Westerfield, who grew up around Yale in the 1930s and was a student and professor there after

the war, recalled the university as “a deeply close-knit community. It was almost like a club. In
retrospect, one understands only the vices of such a state of mind. But at the time, one
understood only the virtues of it.”46Brewster had much to celebrate at the T.D. Christmas party,
for he had just been elected chairman of the News, although (in keeping with tradition) his first

issue would not appear until January of his junior year. In the absence of student government,

the News chairman was the closest equivalent of a student body president, and the paper’s

editorials would provide a platform from which Brewster could broadcast his views across the

campus and beyond. His stint at the News also gave him insight into the inner workings of the

university. “The most important part of my college experience,” he judged, was “my personal

contact and give and take with members of the faculty, administration, and prominent visitors. It
was the News Chairmanship, not any special personal attributes, which gave me this entree.”47

The News in those days was a for-profit enterprise, and Brewster could look forward to a payoff
of nearly $2,000 by the end of his term—at that time, more than the price of a new car. That, too,

was worth celebrating.By the middle of sophomore year, the leaders of the Class of 1941 had
started to emerge. Over the next year Brewster would be invited to join the committees that

advised the dean, planned the junior prom, and determined which students would get campus

jobs. He would follow McGeorge Bundy into the Elizabethan Club, a cozy enclave where
professors and students met over tea to make witticisms and discuss literature and philosophy.
He also joined Bundy in the Zeta Psi fraternity—“we thought it was not wholly uncivilized,” Bundy

observed—and the Pundits (Hindi for “wise men”), a group hand-selected by the venerable

English professor William Lyon Phelps.48 Brewster acquired a new roommate, the News vice

chairman William Jackson, whose father, Robert, was Franklin Roosevelt’s attorney general and
would soon become a Supreme Court justice. Their classmates nicknamed Brewster and

Jackson “the senators.”Just as the nation was dominated by an elite of which Yale was a part,
the college itself was dominated by a smaller elite, circles within circles. As McGeorge Bundy
put it, “we do have at Yale a remarkable concentration of extracurricular activities in the hands of

a very few men.”49 Most of the undergraduates were not viewed as leaders and were not treated
as such. The lion’s share not only of student honors but of the faculty’s and administration’s

attention and rewards went to the chosen few such as Brewster and his circle. Brewster’s
classmate DeLaney Kiphuth recalled that “when I was an undergraduate, I think it was really true
that [Yale] judged itself by how well it did for the outstanding undergraduates, for those who had

a great deal of ability and a great deal of future promise,” although he thought that this
orientation was not “intentional or thought out.”50 The sifting extended even to housing

arrangements, as richer students paid more for better rooms while almost a sixth of the
undergraduate body commuted from home and were essentially invisible in the Yale scheme of

things.51The harsh, winnowing aspect of the system was camouflaged by comfortable rhetoric
about the importance of solidarity, along the lines of “the main fibre of Yale is not the ruling few
but the unknown many.”52 A more straightforward editorial in the News in later years warned

freshmen that “by having a purpose you will not become part of that characteristic segment of

each class once aptly described as ‘the faceless 700.’”53 The students knew quite well who the
insiders were. An undergraduate recalled crossing the campus one night and noticing that a

lecture hall was brightly lit up. “I stepped inside, and to my amazement found that I was listening
to McGeorge Bundy, resplendent in white tie and tails, making a brilliant and winning oration in a

contest I had not even known existed.”54Those who were treated as leaders tended to think of
themselves as leaders and become leaders. Betty Friedan, editor of one of the Smith College
campus magazines at the time, attended a meeting with other college editors for which Brewster

was host. “There was something in the way the men like Kingman Brewster were expected to do
big things in society,” she recalled, “and that expectation propelled them to do it.”55Brewster

attended college at a time when Yale and a handful of other “upper-class” colleges occupied a
significant place in the public imagination. For example, Tap Day, when Yale’s secret societies

chose their initiates, was covered by the major New York papers. Yale’s football teams were

nationally ranked, its games were among the nation’s premier sporting events, and home

Saturdays drew crowds of up to 75,000. (During the mid-1930s, Yale produced back-to-back

Heisman Trophy winners in Larry Kelley and Clint Frank.) Popular novelists like F. Scott
Fitzgerald, John P. Marquand, and John O’Hara were mesmerized by the aristocratic elements
of college life. Esquire’s fashion editor told the Yale Daily News in 1939 that “Yale men have a

direct influence on college fashions throughout the country. That … is why we come around
every Fall to take pictures of the boys in their rooms and around the campus.”56 Eight Yale men
were also on the list of the nation’s twenty-five best-dressed men in 1940.57 The chairman of

the Yale Daily News was a public figure well beyond the confines of New Haven, and Brewster’s
arrival home for spring break was a matter of sufficient interest to be reported in the social
columns of the Boston Herald.58Colleges across the country, both public and private, modeled

their undergraduate folkways on the older colleges and the styles of their clientele. As the
historian Ernest Earnest wrote, “To an amazing degree the pattern set by Harvard, Yale and
Princeton after 1880 became that of colleges all over the country. The clubs, the social

organization, the athletics—even the clothes and the slang—of ‘the big three’ were copied by

college youth throughout the nation.”59 The older colleges provided exemplars of the concepts
of “college men” and “college fashion” (terms that have lost their meaning in today’s broader,

fragmented undergraduate education).Another advantage of the organizations to which

Brewster belonged was the opportunity they gave students to forge connections with older,

influential men. Brewster and Elliot Richardson, for example, were co-hosts of a dinner in honor

of the thirtieth anniversary of the Elizabethan Club and the seventy-fifth anniversary of its
Harvard counterpart, the Signet Society. The event took place in the Gothic intimacy of the Yale

Law School faculty lounge. It was something of a family occasion for Brewster, bringing him
together with his stepfather, Edward Ballantine, and his step-cousin John Ballantine. And it was

very much a family occasion for McGeorge Bundy, uniting him with his father, both brothers,
several cousins, and his great-uncle A. Lawrence Lowell, the former president of
Harvard.60Brewster, as head of the Elizabethan Club, and Richardson, as president of the
Signet, each said a few words at the beginning of the event. Both the Signet and the

Elizabethans were represented by speakers at the dinner, chosen from among their prominent
graduates. The Harvard speaker, Richardson recalled, “was a craggy-faced man, whose name I

didn’t quite catch. He began his speech by making a few I thought rather heavy jokes, then

pulled a sheaf of papers out of his pocket and began to read his speech page by page.” As he
read on, it became clear that the speaker was developing a case for a totalitarian society. “I
thought, ‘My God, where the hell did we get this guy?’ I tried to slink under the table, I was so

embarrassed. But then, having erected this edifice, the speaker began to take the case for

totalitarianism apart, and by the time he finished, he had totally demolished it. And in the course

of his speech, he had become powerfully eloquent. That was the only after-dinner speech I ever
heard where people stood and cheered and stamped at the conclusion, despite the fact that the
speaker read from a script and, aside from his opening ad-lib remarks, made no attempt at
humor.” It turned out that the speaker was Judge Learned Hand, “whom I had never heard of at

that point. I later became his law clerk, and I regard him as perhaps the only really great man I
ever knew.”61* * *AS BREWSTER AND his circle were enjoying the privileges of Yale and
were being raised up in the customary manner of student leaders, they were developing ideas

that differed significantly from the traditional outlook of years past. Many of the two hundred or

so big men on campus were looking skeptically on the system they dominated and the social
values it embodied. Even in their college years, these men were questioning the aristocratic, selfperpetuating tendencies of their class and the priorities of their colleges.This new seriousness
was largely the product of the depression. Brewster later observed that “like the classes just

before them, the students of the late Thirties were dimly aware that not even Yale men could
count on coasting into a plush post-graduate normalcy. The Depression had broken the promise
of self-perpetuating privilege. A ‘traitor to his class’ had broken its political power.”62 American

capitalism’s protracted failure to solve the economic crisis undermined the business values that

had been such an important part of the Yale faith.Brewster and many of his peers came to the

consensus that the older generation had failed, that few of their generation could “bank on

success by inheritance,” and that the younger generation would have to find new solutions.63
Yet Brewster viewed the prospect of re-creation as exhilarating. As he wrote in his first Yale Daily

News editorial, “The world we shall live and work in is being refashioned and ours will not be a
second-hand way of life.” Within the university, he continued, “parts of the Yale machinery that

are rusty with complacency and stiff with tradition will have to be hauled out and reexamined.”64Undergraduate excoriation of the powers that be has become so routine that at first

glance it may seem a mistake to read too much into Brewster’s youthful critique. Some of

Brewster’s contemporaries felt that he was temperamentally opposed to the status quo,
whatever it happened to be. As football captain J. William Stack Jr. told an interviewer in later

years, “When I came to Yale, I thought everything about it was just wonderful. Kingman came

down from his mother’s salon in Cambridge and questioned everything.”65 Indeed, Brewster’s

positions were not representative of the majority of campus opinion, if such a thing could be
determined. The conservatism of the average Yale undergraduate of the 1920s—manifested in

what one critic called “the stiffest of collars, the shiniest of Packards, the gaudiest of house-party
drunks, the dopiest of mental habits, and the most hopeful of hogwash about rugged

individualism”—lingered on in the 1930s.66 Brewster acknowledged that despite the

depression, student life at Yale was “pleasantly fat and essentially untroubled.”67Most
undergraduates had little interest in politics. Future Wisconsin senator William Proxmire, who

graduated from Yale in 1938, wrote that he and his fellow students “lived in a kind of

disembodied cocoon.… [M]ost of my classmates were wholly preoccupied with sports and girls
and grades, and bull sessions about sports and girls and grades—in that order.” He felt that

“there was nothing in the Yale of my day, no challenge, no debate, certainly no protest to provoke
any thought of what America stood for.”68 The novelist Louis Auchincloss, of the Class of 1939,

conceded that a few of his classmates, including Cyrus Vance, Bill Scranton, and Bill Bundy,
took national and world problems “very much to heart. But students generally were less

politically conscious than they are today—certainly less so than they were in the sixties.”69The
point, however, was that the late 1930s debate over national and world problems and the

criticism of the university was well-nigh unprecedented at Yale, in that it came not from

disgruntled outsiders but from campus leaders like Brewster and the Bundys. Their critiques
were important because they were the elite around which the institution revolved. The opinions

and actions of “the ruling few” mattered greatly at Yale because, as Brewster’s roommate William
Jackson emphasized, “no other institution of higher education is so completely dominated by the
Big Men of the Class.”70 These men were the bellwethers, the small number who were able to
change the culture of the college so much in a few years during the 1930s that traditionalists

lamented the decline of “bulldogism.” They dominated many of the most established Yale
institutions, particularly the “Oldest College Daily,” the Political Union, and the Elizabethan Club.

As one undergraduate indicated, these men were not “representative of the Yale consensus, if

indeed such a thing may be said to exist. But they are representative of that section of Yale
opinion which is most vocal and most aggressive, which is conceived around the dinner tables

of Zeta Psi and sundry other places, nourished in the smoke-filled rooms of certain entries in
Davenport and T.D., resonantly matured in the sanctuary of the Political Union, and finally bursts
forth in all its radiant maturity in the O.C.D.”71There was, in fact, a division between the broad

mass of undergraduate opinion, which was conservative, and the outlook of student leaders,
which was liberal. The “big men” opposed both the political and the social conservatism of Yale.
Starting with Brewster’s distant cousin Jonathan Brewster Bingham in 1935–36, the chairmen of
the Yale Daily News gave editorial approval to the New Deal, even though three-quarters of the

undergraduates voted for Republicans in the presidential elections of 1936 and 1940. The
leaders criticized the business orientation of the Republican Party, which McGeorge Bundy

noted “has never been more completely alienated from labor and the lower classes than it is
today.”72 They criticized the societies and fraternities and tried to downplay the extracurricular

race for success (from which they had, admittedly, benefited themselves). They called for
admissions reform, more serious attention to academics, a larger role for the professional

schools, greater emphasis on science, and a general modernization of the university. Their

undergraduate efforts were often resisted by Charles Seymour’s administration but were
supported by a group of Young Turk junior faculty members, including Richard Bissell, Whitney
Griswold, Sherman Kent, Max Millikan, and Eugene Rostow. Brewster and Bundy found, when
they reread Stover at Yale, that they tended to identify with Brockhurst, the novel’s student

reformer, rather than with the football hero. Both several times quoted Brockhurst’s closing lines:

“I’m not satisfied with Yale as a magnificent factory on democratic business lines; I dream of
something else, something visionary, a great institution not of boys, clean, lovable and honest,

but of men of brains, of courage, of leadership, a great center of thought, to stir the country and

bring it back to the understanding of what man creates with his imagination, and dares with his
will.”73Brewster and his peers pointed to the ways that Yale continued to live down to the gibe
that it emphasized professionalism in its extracurriculars and amateurism in its academics. They

criticized “the utter boredom and waste of sitting through a course without meaning,”74 tests that
called for regurgitation rather than assimilation, and the “guts, tutoring schools, [and] ghost

writers” to which many students resorted.75 McGeorge Bundy characterized most of his studies
as “a terrible waste of time.”76 Similar problems prevailed on other campuses, and many of the
brightest students were among the most dissatisfied.77 Elliot Richardson remembered that “I
did not think much of Harvard education in those days before the Second World War. In most

cases it wasn’t worth going to class.”78In his sophomore year, Bundy led a rebellion against

Yale’s introductory economics course. He blasted its “shocking” overemphasis of the “stultifying”
ten-minute quiz, absence of small-group discussion, employment of instructors “utterly without

experience,” and sole reliance on a conservative textbook edited by three professors in the
department. Such topics as labor, government regulation, and banking, he observed, were

controversial subjects, “and as long as the Economics Department takes an ex cathedra attitude

on these questions, so long is it stifling the study of economics at Yale.”79 Bundy and several of
his allies on the News circulated a petition calling for reform and presented it to the college dean.

The whole protest was polite, even decorous. Bundy hastened to assure the dean that he was

far more preoccupied with his family and his examinations than with “my puerile efforts at

reform.”80 Still, his dissatisfaction with Yale’s intellectual standards was hard to ignore. Bundy’s

revolt made him an ally of the equally critical Bissell, an assistant professor of economics who
taught Brewster as well as Bundy, and who appalled the conservative department with heretical
Keynesian approaches and techniques. But Bissell’s seminar was an exception to the generally

uninspiring course offerings.Beyond the academic critique, it bothered many of the influential
undergraduates that Yale and other elite universities had become “so identified with the

moneyed classes that they have lost contact with the wants and ideas … [of] the great masses

of our people.”81 These students did not hesitate to identify Yale with the corporate class, and to
conclude that Yale, like capitalism, needed reform and rehabilitation. As Brewster wrote in

November 1940, after Roosevelt had swept to a third term, “We are in large degree essentially

products of the business class.” Yale students were “among those who met defeat at the hand of
a great majority yesterday.”82* * *IN THE POLITICAL Union, Brewster and his peers identified
with the dominant faction, the Liberal Party, which tended to position itself between the

Conservative Party and the Labor (or Radical) Party. Their liberalism was pragmatic and
nonideological rather than emotional. As McGeorge Bundy put it, “Collectively the lower classes

are potentially destructive (so, of course, is any overly self-conscious class), but individually
each citizen deserves a break from this great and rich nation.”83 Certainly these liberals

disdained extremists of left and right, and few undergraduates advocated extreme ideological

solutions to Yale’s problems or the nation’s. Brewster spoke for the vast majority when he
declared that “we cannot share the bitterness of the sorehead or the gloomy radical.”84 He

recalled later that “there was a little splinter of highly organized, regimented Marxists” at Yale

during his college years, “but they were unimportant in number and certainly unimpressive in

terms of communication with the rest of the community.”85 At Yale, radicals were always socially
marginal—hence politically marginal as well.86If Brewster worried more about the threat of

fascism than of communism, perhaps it was because in his father he had all too clear an
example of what American fascism might look like. “Sure, the United States will get fascism,”
Brewster Sr.’s friend Huey Long was supposed to have remarked. “But it will be called
‘Americanism.’” Brewster was an anticommunist but not a dogmatic one, and like most of his

friends he thought red-baiters were more dangerous than actual Reds. One of his first Yale Daily
News editorials was a salute to Elliot Richardson’s Harvard Lampoon satire of Michael A.
Sullivan, a red-baiting Cambridge politician.87 Sullivan had blustered a resolution through the

City Council outlawing within city limits any printed material containing the words “Lenin” or
“Leningrad.” Richardson remembered that “we put out a Harvard Lampoon issue ‘exposing’ him

as the underground head of all Soviet espionage activities.… I drew a picture of the Cambridge
Lenin Library burning books under the eyes of the local cops, put Michael A. Sullivan into a

photo with Lenin and Stalin, and retouched his campaign photo to ‘reveal’ him as Mikhail Akim

Seratov. He sued us for $300,000, which was a lot of money in those days.”88In one
representative News editorial, appropriately titled “Reform or Revolt?” Brewster laid out his

political philosophy in detail. Although he was a Republican with mixed feelings about Roosevelt,
he applauded the New Deal’s “creep toward collectivism” as “good and inevitable.” Brewster

looked forward to “a more equitable distribution of wealth, more social insurance, more long-

range, over-all planning, more cooperation and efficiency, and more government by experts.”

Most important of all, he thought, was “greater equality of opportunity—an equal chance for rich

and poor alike.” He did not believe that equality of outcome was a necessary or even desirable
condition. But “if the Old Guard stifles reform,” he warned, fascism would come to America: “it
surely can happen here.”89The British journalist Godfrey Hodgson speculated that those
Americans “who grew up in sheltered homes and private schools” during the depression

“acquired a special compulsion to prove how tough they were” by way of compensation.90
Perhaps it would be more accurate to say that the suffering of millions of fellow citizens forced

many privileged young men like Brewster at least to ask themselves whether they might deserve
the advantages they received. As Brewster wrote in another context, “I do believe that privilege

always carries its burden of guilt.”91If Brewster and his peers had been of university age a few
years earlier, at the nadir of the depression, they might have been more tempted by socialist

alternatives, or some denial or evasion of their privileges. As it was, Brewster and many of his
contemporaries concluded that the best way to deal with the “burden of guilt” would be to live up

to the responsibilities those privileges incurred. They shared a sense that knowledge and

serious academic training were becoming increasingly important and that merit rather than

social class would prevail in the reconstructed world that would follow the depression and the
aftermath of war. As one undergraduate put it in the fall of 1939, war overseas meant that
“economic and social aristocracies will be displaced, notably in the two great so-called

democracies of England and France. Castes and class distinctions will disappear.… The world
of tomorrow, therefore, will be a world in which merit and ability will be at a greater premium than
ever before.”92These beliefs set Brewster and his circle apart from most of their classmates and
their class. Most conservatives abhorred the leading role played by bright young lawyers and

academics in the New Deal. “The trouble with our country now,” one GOP presidential hopeful
told the News in 1939, “is that there are too damn many experts still in Washington gumming

things up.… It’s always been my experience that one good solid American businessman can do

more actual good in twenty minutes than a pack of your high-falutin’ University Professors in
twenty years!”93 The old worship of business and the hostility toward intellect were alien to the

bright young students and faculty of the depression-era colleges. The social scientists Bissell
and Millikan, two of Brewster’s mentors, would soon depart Yale for government service,

following the example of professors who served in the New Deal. Bissell and Millikan would
emerge as a new breed of “action intellectuals,” straddling the worlds of academia and the
intelligence agencies during World War II and after.Brewster also believed that Yale needed to

open its gates to students who were equal to the greater intellectual demands required of
experts and reformers. He declared that “birth, position, and wealth must be neither

impediments nor advantages to the opportunity for education,” as they clearly were at Yale in the
late 1930s and early 1940s.94 Another columnist, W. Liscum Borden Jr. (later an important

participant in the early debate about nuclear weapons), wrote scathingly on the nation’s

inequality and its reflection at Yale. He noted that about ten percent of American youth attended
college. “Are these the brainiest men, the ones whose ability truly merits a higher education?

They are not. The ten percent who go to college roughly coincide with the ten percent whose
families are wealthiest. Oh yes, we have our sops to the ideal of equal opportunity—scholarships
and the like. But by and large, I venture to say, two-thirds of us here at Yale are imposing on the

gentlemen who struggle so admirably to stuff Lux et Veritas down our throats. In our place

should be those of our mental superiors whose mouths don’t happen to be crammed with silver
spoons.”95One other major deficiency of the university in that era seems much more obvious
now than it did at the time: the “subliminal anti-Semitism,” as Brewster put it, that permeated
Yale.96 It is far too easy to identify Jews in the Yale College Class of 1941 yearbook. Not one

Jew belonged to a selective fraternity or society, and, as a rule, Jews lived by themselves or only
with other Jews. Nor was this discrimination much commented on by anyone at Yale, although it

certainly was at odds with Yale’s professed faith in democracy and rewarding merit.One of the
few times the subject of anti-Semitism arose came in the fall of 1938 when, after Kristallnacht,

some law school students attempted to raise money on campus to assist German Jewish
refugees. The response, as Bill Bundy and Don Belin commented in the News, was that “an all

too large group of students has said: ‘We don’t like Jews. There are too many at Yale already.
Why bring more over?’” Bundy and Belin reproached their fellow undergraduates: “This is not an

argument. It is an expression of intolerance and prejudice. In every way it indicates poverty of

intellect and weakness of character.”97 McGeorge Bundy added that “a university is, by its very
name, an institution which excludes provincialism, bigotry, and prejudice.”98 Such enlightened
opinions, however, were more common among the leaders than among the undergraduate
mass. It is significant that Brewster and his peers spent much of their time at Yale in

extracurriculars where Jews played a prominent part, notably the Yale Daily News and the Yale
Debating Association. As Brewster observed, “The Debate Team is one organization at Yale that

takes students on proven interest and ability and not mere face value.” As an organization that
rewarded merit rather than breeding, however, “for the socially ambitious Yaleman, debating is

not ‘respectable.’”99It must be said that, in the sheltered world of the prewar university, Brewster
and his peers tended to see themselves as more liberal and iconoclastic than outside observers

would. Even at the high point of radical and utopian thinking in the 1930s, they were not

motivated by any egalitarian political philosophy that put its faith in the common man. They
believed, rather, “that the privileges of good living demand the duties of high thinking,” as
Brewster’s roommate William Jackson put it, “that to be a gentleman requires some respect to

the need for leadership.”100 Such an outlook did not translate easily into conventional liberal
attitudes. McGeorge Bundy once appeared before the Political Union, “be-ribboned and be-

dizened in aristocratic garb,” to urge the founding of a Tory Radical Party “to lead the people (‘a
great beast, sir’) further to the left along conservative lines.”101 It was all in good fun, but even
when
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paternalism.According to Elliot Richardson, “many of us in college were to varying degrees
leftish.”102 He devoted long hours to volunteer work in Boston settlement houses, and rejected
the Harvard final clubs in protest against their exclusivity. Richardson liked to say that his

principal activity at Harvard was drawing cartoons for the Lampoon humor magazine, although
he was also an impressive middleweight boxer, wrestler, photographer, and watercolorist, as

well as an honors student. For many of Richardson’s contemporaries, however, his wealth—he

already had an income of over $100,000 a year—complicated his idealism. A classmate recalled
an expedition Richardson and friends once made to Vassar: “I can still see Elliot standing in a

bar in Poughkeepsie with a large glass of brandy in his hand, a great big tumbler, and we were
all asking him for some. I said, ‘Elliot, surely you believe in sharing the wealth.’ Elliot replied: ‘I

believe in a system in which everybody will have as much as I have,’ and drank the brandy
down.”103For Brewster and his peers, “leadership meant fitness for the competitive race in
church, civil state, or the pursuit of property,” he remembered. “Inherited assumptions and values

were generally accepted, more in need of refinement than serious question.”104 Mac Bundy
spoke for the group when he said that “it is one of the cardinal rules of reform that it is best

accomplished from inside, and it is one of the vital principles of social action that a defective
institution should wherever possible be transmuted rather than destroyed—for it is only in this

way that the strength of tradition and stability of continuity may be maintained.”105 The journalist
Roger Starr, who was a student (and an outsider) at Yale in the late 1930s, observed that “Yale’s
leading undergraduates in those pre-war days accepted the stately value system that had been
ordained for them, a courtly world of tweed and button-down shirts.” Their values included

“loyalty to one’s own kind combined with good manners for all, charity for the genuinely hurt (and

how hard they were to find), combined with a gently deprecating humor for oneself, and a wary
coolness toward enthusiasts.”106While Brewster and his circle were more influenced by their
background than they realized, they were not constrained from struggling against it. In the eyes

of these establishment liberals, their opponents were not the handful of insignificant political

extremists but, rather, those whom Brewster later castigated as “the legions of apathy,” members
of an upper-class culture characterized by the white shoe, the fraternity, the gentleman’s “C,” and
a disdain for the rest of the world. Their apathy was encouraged by the fact that the goal for

many of Brewster’s classmates was “adjustment” to “the gentleman’s club of inherited
privilege”—an attitude that too often resulted in “a callous insensitivity to the inequities of the

world.” These young men were “well mannered, with their hair cut, their coats and ties, and on

the whole personally decent and considerate.” Nonetheless, Brewster concluded, “they do bear
a heavy burden of responsibility for their indifference to everything outside their own circle. Too

many of us were slow at best, reluctant at worst, to recognize the truth of the Rooseveltian
aphorism that ‘we must reform if we would conserve.’”107 In the 1930s, the lines were already
being drawn for the intraclass battle between the liberal establishment and their opponents—

between those who wanted to bring outsiders into the inner circles and those who believed that
the existing social system depended on continued preference for blood over achievement.* *
*BREWSTER’S MAJOR SOCIAL statement as an undergraduate came in the spring of his junior

year, when the secret society Tap Day approached. Tap Day was a major event in many
undergraduates’ lives. For a boy from “a commonplace family in a commonplace town,” as one
commentator observed, acceptance by these clubs could provide entree into the national

establishment. Such a youngster “might hope to pass by his own native abilities into the brave,
translunary world of great cities and the gilded corridors of their privileged sets.” Once in the

right college group, he would be taken care of. “From henceforth he would be not Jones of
Columbus, but Jones of ‘Bones’ or some other tight-ringed fraternity.… If there was a good job in

a brokerage firm he would get it, because of his connections. If there was a right club where he
was going, he could join it.”108Brewster had criticized the secret societies, but by 1940 such

opposition was no longer a novelty. There existed a long tradition of prominent men challenging

the system and then accepting its rewards. McGeorge Bundy commented that both Tap Day and
the societies’ “Black Magic” had been “openly and justly mocked,” and William Jackson had
declared that “I believe that the present influence of Senior Societies is not to the best interests
of Yale.”109 Nonetheless, when Skull and Bones came to tap them, both accepted—in Bundy’s
case, because his mother traveled to New Haven to pressure him to do so.Brewster did not mind

that the system was undemocratic—“any selective system of reward is bound to be”—and he did

not care, as Bundy did, that the societies’ judgment often was fallible. He objected to the judging
itself, and the secrecy that clouded it. “Since the Societies stand before the public on legend

instead of fact, they are regarded with appalling awe instead of rational respect.… From the
point of view of what it does to an otherwise civilized community this secrecy is an indefensible
weakness.” He added that “after all the day of judgment is still a matter for the Gods and not

ninety Yale men.”110On Tap Day, Brewster did not appear in the Branford College courtyard for

the ceremony in which the neophytes were selected. Instead, Harold (“Doc”) Howe II, a member
of the 1940 Skull and Bones delegation, sought out Brewster in the News chairman’s office.

Although various legends later arose about Bonesmen breaking down the door, or Brewster
rejecting the tap while seated on the john, the reality was more prosaic. Howe offered the tap,
and Brewster refused.111According to William Jackson, Brewster believed that a secret society

membership would be a political liability in the approaching democratic age. Brewster

sometimes tried to brush the matter off with the comment that he was going out with Jackson’s
sister at Smith and didn’t want to give up his weekend nights to sit around in a society tomb. But
he also recalled that although the pyramid of which Skull and Bones was the apex “did not
exclude the rebel nor guarantee the legacy … the fact that it was a pyramid by itself seemed

‘undemocratic’ in the sense that it was by definition more and more exclusive as you scrambled

to its top. Even if the rewards were just and fair and noble, rewards they were and they coerced
conformity.”112 Brewster’s rejection of the secret societies, a statement in favor of a more open

social order at Yale and beyond, was resented or applauded by others, depending on how they
felt about the existing arrangements.* * *AS UNDERGRADUATES, OF course, Brewster and

his peers exercised major influence on their student culture rather than on the country as a

whole, but their progressive views attracted wide attention in the spring of 1940. With the fall of
France imminent, Brewster helped found the America First Committee (AFC), which became the

most prominent organization in the struggle to keep America out of the European war. As the
AFC developed into a national movement, millions of Americans were caught up in the “great
debate” between the interventionists and the isolationists (or anti-interventionists, as they
usually preferred to call themselves). Brewster became “one of the most controversial

undergraduates of his day.”113The AFC has usually been viewed as an outgrowth of
“conservative, Midwestern, agrarian isolationism.”114 Indeed, some historians have continued

to make “America First” synonymous with Jew-baiting, racism, and homegrown American

fascism.115 Yet an examination of its founding at Yale provides a very different picture of the
organization. The AFC was a student movement before it was a national one, and it was

conceived out of the flow of liberal ideas that were in play on campuses like Yale in the 1930s.
The young men who started the AFC did not fit the received image. Like Brewster, most came
from reasonably privileged backgrounds, with few from the agrarian heartland. Of course, not

everyone who became associated with the liberal establishment was anti-interventionist.

McGeorge Bundy, after all, was perhaps the best-known young interventionist, despite his friend
Brewster’s opposition. But Brewster and his allies, who sought to keep abreast of the most

advanced ideas of their day, were attracted to the anti-interventionist cause as moderate

progressives who saw intervention as a defective, conservative strategy of the generation in
power.The AFC was certainly not the first student organization to push for America to stay out of

the conflict brewing in Europe. Students in a variety of left-wing political and Christian pacifist
groups sponsored antiwar activities throughout the 1930s. Political organizations active against

intervention at Yale and other campuses included the Socialist Party and its youth wing (the
Young People’s Socialist League), the Young Communist League, the Communist-led National

Student League, the Youth Committee Against War, the American Youth Congress, and the

American Student Union. In the religious category, the Fellowship of Reconciliation and the

United Christian Youth Movement were also active.116 There was considerable overlap
between political and religious antiwar positions, organizations, and individuals. Thousands of

students on hundreds of campuses subscribed to the Oxford Pledge (a modified version of the
British student vow not to fight “for King and country”), attended antiwar conferences, signed
petitions for peace, and participated in the annual peace strikes that began in April 1934.

Rule and Ruin: The Downfall of Moderation and the Destruction of the Republican Party, From
Eisenhower to the Tea Party (Studies in Postwar American Political Development), The Long

Game: China's Grand Strategy to Displace American Order (Bridging the Gap), Churchill's

Shadow: The Life and Afterlife of Winston Churchill, Life's Edge: The Search for What It Means
to Be Alive, Veritas: A Harvard Professor, a Con Man and the Gospel of Jesus's Wife

Joseph Ryan, “The Country Was Obliged by Their Noblesse. The Guardians is a scathing
indictment of the Old-Boy Network that felt it ruled the U.S. in the 1960s. It's not clear whether

the author understands what he has written; I tend to think that he does but that he, like his
subjects, is too polite to say it plainly.Coming of age during World War II and then going to law

school after 1945, this group was immediately offered academic positions without competition,
advanced degrees, or scholarship, or they entered into family-networked law firms or investment
houses. A few years later under Kennedy, they became government advisors in areas they knew

nothing about and bungled, or else they headed universities and foundations where they
deigned to listen to the reformers and modernizers who brought more justice and science into
American life.After the Nixon disaster and Gerry Ford's close loss in 1976, this group got some
respite from President Carter but their native Republican Party under the militant
fundamentalists had no place for them. Gradually they became unemployed and, while only in

their 60s after 1980, they were unable to be productive and even ended up strapped for

money.Caught between McGeorge Bundy and Spiro Agnew, one can argue that the U.S. was ill
served. This is a fundamentally sad story.”

Joseph A. Cari, Jr., “An enlighten view of a strain of America society that's misunderstood. When
I started this book, I thought it would reinforce my view of the wasp structure of power to keep

the status quo. I was so mistaken,, the men like Kingman Brewster served this country as a
noble cause,,, open to change much more than the generation above especially in civil rights.
Steady leadership meant not avoiding conflict, but understanding why the conflict existed and

trying to come to a new definition of progress. I can't recommend this book more highly, a tour
de force of a part of the american experiment.”

LTH, “Worthwhile.. Always admired Kingman Brewster and the era in which he helped define.
Well researched and written .”

J. William Ilmanen, “Kabaservice is a good writer.. I read the book so many years ago that I can't

remember how to critique it.Why can't you be more timely in your request.It shouldn't be too
much to ask.”

Charles J. Rector, “Important Book About an Important American. Although he is almost

forgotten today, Kingman Brewster who was the president of Yale from 1963-1977 was in fact an

important figure in recent American history. One reason for this was the fact that he ran Yale in

such a way that the university almost completely escaped the tumult that wracked other
campuses during the Vietnam War. Another reason is that he revamped the admissons policy at
yale so that poorly achieving students at prep academies such as Andover could not get in Yale
over high achieving public school graduates.It was in this area of expanding the elite educational

experience at Yale to all Americans, not just members of the WASP elite that Brewster did his
most signal public service. Brewster was truly an agent of change. This was most interesting in
light of the fact that Brewster was born to a comfortable upper class family, which is precisely the

sort of background one would think would spawn conservative thinking. Brewster's activism

began back when he was a big man on campus as a Yale undergraduate.Interestingly enough,
Brewster was also one of the founders of the America First Committee that many Americans

today regard as being a right wing outfit. Actually, as the author of this book points out, America

First was originally a left-wing group and many of its most prominent members were left wing
activists. After America's entry into World War II, America First dissolved and Brewster

wholeheartedly took up America's cause against the Axis Powers.It may surprise many
Americans today that the Republican party used to have a strong left wing and Brewster was

both a stalwart liberal and Republican. It was for this reason that Brewster was never offered a

position in the Kennedy Administration.As university president, Brewster initiated a wide body of
reform on campus. Unlike most campus administrators of his time, Brewster did not resort to

repression of dissent during the Vietnam War. In fact, Brewster publically sympathized with the
radicals on many issues. After resigning from the presidency of Yale in 1977, he became the
U.S. ambassador to Britain. After leaving the diplomatic service, he retired from public life and

passed away as the 1980's were drawing to a close.Kingman Brewster was an important
American who held an important position as Yale University president. Geoffrey Kabaservice
has done a public service in writing this book about a forgotten man in American history.”
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